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Introduction 

 

Taiwan, under its current Republic of China (ROC, Taiwan) Constitution, has existed as an 

independent sovereign state for 70 years. However, Taiwan’s continued survival as an independent 

country is uncertain. On January 2, 2019, Xi Jinping, the General Secretary of the Chinese 

Communist Party (CCP), publicly reinforced the Party’s long-standing policy for cross-Strait 

unification under a “One Country, Two Systems” formula, and stated that the CCP’s collective 

vision for its future—something he refers to as the “China dream” and the “great rejuvenation” — 

requires Taiwan’s capitulation. According to Xi, the People’s Republic of China (PRC, China) 

cannot rise and become a successful great power until Taiwan submits to Beijing’s “One China 

Principle.”1 Under this formulation, there is “One China,” Taiwan is part of China, and the PRC 

is the sole representative of China in the international community. From the PRC’s perspective, 

the ROC ceased to exist as an independent sovereign state in 1949. 

 

Given the increasing likelihood of CCP use of force against Taiwan in the foreseeable future, it is 

in the interests of the United States and the ROC governments to improve defense readiness at the 

strategic and operational levels. Perhaps most urgent are the rapid improvement of unity of effort, 

latent interoperability, and combined logistics. Readiness has long been difficult to define with 

precision. Readiness begins with a basic question: Ready for what? For the United States and 

Taiwan, readiness is the ability to respond effectively to CCP use of force and other forms of 

coercion to maintain a free and open Indo-Pacific region. 

 

Readiness can be viewed from both strategic and operational perspectives. For the purposes of this 

study, strategic readiness is the degree to which political leaders, their armed forces, and civil 

societies—individually and collectively—are prepared to counter CCP use of force. In addition to 

the unity of effort, strategic readiness includes national will, morale, and fiscal resources. Critical 

infrastructure protection and continuity of government are other facets of strategic readiness.2 

 

Operational readiness is the degree to which a military can carry out its mission, assuming its size 

(including reserves) and weaponry are unchanged; it focuses on the training and status of current 

personnel, equipment, and the ability to mobilize in a crisis. According to the U.S. Department of 

Defense (DoD), operational readiness is the capability of a “unit, formation, ship, weapon system, 

or equipment to perform the missions or functions for which it is organized or designed.”3 For the 

purposes of this study, operational readiness is the degree to which defense establishments can do 

what the nation asks of them. Operational readiness depends upon indications and warnings (I&W) 

of PLA military action, command and control, financial resources, logistics, training, equipment, 

and mobilization speeds. 

 

Since 1949, the ROC government and the people on Taiwan have faced an existential threat from 

the Chinese Communist Party. Although Taiwan has never been under PRC rule or control, Beijing 

has laid claim to the territory and its people, and the CCP has continually denied the existence of 

the ROC government. In March 2005, the CCP’s 10th National People’s Congress passed the Anti-

State Splitism Law.4 While it remains unclear under which conditions the CCP leadership would 

order use of force against Taiwan, the law records, somewhat ambiguously, the following: 

 
“The state must undertake non-peaceful actions and other necessary measures to safeguard state sovereignty 

and territorial completeness if ‘Taiwan independence’ splitist forces under any name, or in any way, should 
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cause Taiwan to be actually split-off from China; or if a major incident should occur that leads Taiwan to be 

split-off from China; or if the possibility of peaceful unification is totally dead.”5    
 

On January 2, 2019, CCP Central Military Commission (CMC) Chairman Xi Jinping declared on 

Chinese state television that the annexation of Taiwan was necessary for the fulfillment of China’s 

“great rejuvenation.” He stated that he would not renounce the use of force and said that “Taiwan 

independence will lead to a dead end.”6 In July 2019, the CCP released a defense white paper that 

reiterated Chairman Xi’s speech, stating:  

 
“Solving the Taiwan problem and achieving complete national unification is in the fundamental interest of 

the Chinese. It is obviously necessary for achieving the great Chinese rejuvenation… China must be unified 

and obviously will be… If anyone splits Taiwan off from China, China’s military will pay any price to totally 

defeat them.”7 
 

The annexation or “liberation” of Taiwan remains foundational for People Liberation Army’s 

(PLA) strategic and operational planning. PLA use of force against Taiwan could be coercive or 

annihilative. Both coercion and annihilation may pursue the same end goal. How each attains that 

goal is different. Unconstrained by political considerations, demands, or negotiations, annihilation 

entails physical occupation following a successful PLA invasion, and the imposition of the CCP’s 

will on Taiwan’s vanquished population. In this scenario, a defeated ROC government and armed 

forces would be neutralized and the population brought to a point where organized resistance is no 

longer able to impede PLA operations. 

 

However, political and economic considerations may generate considerable resistance in Beijing 

to plans for an all-out Taiwan invasion and place pressure on the CMC to achieve the party’s goals 

at minimal cost. Coercive courses of action could inflict sufficient pain and destruction to compel 

Taiwan’s leadership to enter into political negotiations on unfavorable terms. PLA operations in 

this scenario would seek to convince Taipei to surrender short of an invasion. Military coercion 

entails the limited use of force to induce an adversary to behave differently than they would have 

otherwise.8 PLA coercion would succeed if Taiwan’s elected leadership conceded to Beijing’s 

terms under armed duress, while still retaining the physical power to resist. 

 

Limited use of force seeks to demonstrate the consequences of a political course of action. A 

notional list of triggers for Chinese use of force includes legal actions perceived as permanently 

separating Taiwan from an undefined China; sustained refusal to engage in cross-Strait 

negotiations; internal chaos on Taiwan; a drastic weakening of Taiwan’s operational readiness; 

permanent basing of the U.S. or other foreign military forces on Taiwan; ROC development and 

deployment of nuclear weapons; or challenging the Communist Party’s legitimacy through direct 

promotion of democracy or other measures deemed as subversive.9 

 

Several coercive mechanisms are available to the PLA. Air, maritime, and/or electronic blockades 

are examples. Aerospace power – the integrated application of conventional air assets, missiles, 

and electronic attack – is among the most flexible and effective coercive and counter-coercive 

tools. In a coercive air campaign scenario, the CMC may opt to establish a no-fly zone over 

Taiwan; engage ROC Air Force (ROCAF) aircraft and suppress air defenses; and surveil, identify, 

and intercept foreign aircraft approaching or entering the no-fly zone. In a coercive maritime 

blockade scenario, the PLA would seek to limit Taiwan’s cargo shipping capacity and cut off the 
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ROC Navy’s (ROCN) access to international waters. The PLA Rocket Force (PLARF) could be a 

critical enabler for suppression of Taiwan’s air defenses. 

 

Some prominent PLA strategists have advocated a punishment strategy, such as targeting Taiwan’s 

economy as the mechanism to force a political concession.10 Others believe a blockade could 

deprive Taiwan of the “basic conditions for fighting a protracted war.”11 Other observers believe 

graduated escalation could permit Beijing to achieve its political objectives. Communist leaders 

may believe that Taiwan’s political leadership has a low threshold for pain and would acquiesce 

shortly after initial strikes.12 An author from Shanghai believes that coercive measures, such as a 

blockade or occupation of a few off-shore islands, leaves too much to “luck” since the Taiwan 

leadership’s threshold is difficult to calculate.13 

 

In fact, the outcome of coercive campaigns cannot be predicted with any degree of certainty. 

Should coercive military courses of action fail to achieve the desired political effect, the CMC may 

opt for a strategy of annihilation. The credibility of an invasion threat shores up the effectiveness 

of coercion. Due to economic interdependencies and intricate supply chains between the two sides 

of the Taiwan Strait, the consequences of any CCP use of force against the ROC would extend far 

beyond Taiwan.  

 

The consequences of an annihilative strategy would be particularly significant. The Communist 

Party, its armed wing, and provincial governments in southeast China, would bear direct and 

exorbitant human and economic costs. Considering the CCP’s one child policy, large-scale PLA 

loss of life would pose significant risks for domestic instability. Compounding problems associated 

with mass casualties, the PLA would bear a heavy burden in garrisoning and administering 

Taiwan. The CCP would likely face international political and economic isolation, and the 

destabilizing consequences of forcibly incorporating 23 million hostile Taiwanese people into the 

PRC.14 However, it cannot be assumed that CCP decision-makers will always act in ways outsiders 

would consider rational, especially in times of acute internal crisis. 

 

This report explores Taiwan’s defense readiness in four areas: the threat environment, strategic 

readiness, operational readiness, and ad hoc coalitions. The threat environment that the ROC faces 

is primarily anchored across the Taiwan Strait. This section discusses the spectrum of PLA 

coercion and the structure of PLA command and control and readiness conditions. With specific 

attention paid to a Taiwan-focused joint operational command, the Eastern Theater Command’s 

(ETC) role is examined in addition to PLA nuclear capabilities and liaison work as part of political-

military operations. 

 

Taiwan’s strategic readiness can be evaluated through its government leaders, national security 

policies, civil society, public will, and the preparedness of the ROC armed forces. Taiwan’s 

military readiness system and national mobilization system are vital components of strategic 

readiness. How central government budgets are appropriated also impacts overall strategic 

readiness. 

 

Operational readiness is first assessed by the scope of Taiwan’s fiscal resources dedicated to the 

armed forces’ personnel, operation and maintenance, and military investments. Taiwan’s capacity 

to respond during contingencies is determined by its command and control structure, operational 
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plans, defense strategy, and available capabilities, including those for space operations, electronic 

warfare (EW), and deep interdiction. 

 

Finally, Taiwan’s readiness is viewed in terms of ad hoc coalitions. The historical and existing 

apparatus for U.S.-Taiwan security relations is reviewed, including the transfer of defense articles 

and services, as well as ways to enhance overall readiness, such as latent interoperability and unity 

of effort. 

 

 
(Figure 1: The Taiwan Strait Area. Source: The “Project 2049 Institute.”) 
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The Threat Environment 

 

Beijing has sought to dramatically alter the security situation in the Taiwan Strait. In the past 

decade, the PLA underwent a comprehensive structural reform that reorganized its force for a 

renewed focus on the Taiwan theater. The PLA maintains growing anti-access/area denial 

(A2/AD) and power projection capabilities that include increasingly accurate and lethal ballistic 

and land-attack cruise missiles, integrated air defense systems, advanced electronic 

countermeasures, anti-satellite (ASAT) and undersea warfare capabilities, and nuclear weapons. 

Thousands of air, ground, and sea-launched cruise and ballistic missiles are aimed at Taiwan.15 

This section describes the threat environment Taiwan faces, including the PLA’s command 

structures, readiness levels, intelligence assets, political warfare, and strike capabilities most 

relevant to Taiwan.  

 

The Central Taiwan Affairs Leading Small Group (TALSG) functions as the interlocking 

mechanism bridging party, state, and military organs to coordinate cross-Strait policy. 16 

Ultimately, however, it is the CMC that holds the keys to China’s ambitions across the Taiwan 

Strait. How would the CMC manage national-level joint command and control in the event of the 

use of force? The CMC Joint Staff Department (CMC/JSD) Operations Bureau most likely 

manages the CMC joint command and control system and operational duty procedures. Based on 

a limited number of authoritative sources, this function was carried out by the General Staff 

Department (GSD) Operations Department Joint Operations Bureau prior to the December 2015 

reorganization.17 The CMC/JSD Contingency Management Office may be the formal interface 

with State Council civilian command and control centers. 

 

PLA Command and Control and Readiness Conditions 

 

Information dominance is a critical enabler in any use of force. Recognizing the growing 

importance of information dominance, the PLA is investing heavily in command, control, 

communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR), and in means 

to deny an adversary information on its capabilities, intentions, and disposition of forces. The PLA 

also is focused on disrupting, paralyzing, or exploiting vulnerabilities in an adversary’s C4ISR 

structure, including their computer networks. The PRC has accelerated its force modernization to 

diversify options for the use of force against Taiwan. Central to PRC strategy is the exploitation 

of vulnerabilities in Taiwan’s national- and operational-level command and control and associated 

information networks. 

 

The PLA Strategic Support Force (PLASSF) and other CMC departments provide direct support 

to the CMC Joint Operations Command Center. The organizational grade of these units is unclear. 

But they could be as high as division leader grade. 18  These units are responsible for joint 

operational planning; survey, mapping, and navigation; network and electronic countermeasures 

(ECM); airspace management/air defense; spectrum management; integrated information services; 

and meteorology/oceanography. 

 

CMC orders to Theater Commands, Services, and the PLASSF flow through the Joint Staff 

Department-managed command and control system, specifically through operational duty offices. 

This includes orders elevating the PLA’s state of readiness, mobilizing reservists, and assigning 
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forces to a joint task force opposite Taiwan. Readiness levels are directed by the CMC.19 The 2013 

PRC Defense White Paper references an undefined three-level readiness system. PLA Air Force 

(PLAAF) reporting also notes a three-level system.20 In the 2013 Defense White Paper, “readiness 

work” is described as preparatory activities, such as training and I&W, which are carried out during 

peacetime conditions and war.21 Readiness work is outlined in formal regulations published in July 

2012.22 Unauthoritative sources, such as Baidu, offer some definitions: 

 

● Readiness Level Three could be ordered in the event of ambiguous activities around 

China’s periphery that could pose a direct military threat. Designated units ordered to 

Readiness Level Three would implement readiness mobilization, expand intelligence and 

surveillance, strengthen duty offices and units, cancel leaves, initiate logistical and 

equipment support activities; 

 

● Readiness Level Two could be ordered in the event of clear direct military threats. 

Designated units ordered to Readiness Level Two would expand mobilization, hold duty 

personnel in place, track enemy activities, identify intent, distribute supplies, and adjust 

operational plans; 

 

● Readiness Level One could be ordered in response to unambiguous war conditions. All 

personnel report for duty to prepare for struggle. The PLA allegedly has only entered the 

highest level six times in its history: 1950 after the founding of the PRC; 1958 during the 

Second Taiwan Strait Crisis; 1969 during the Sino-Soviet border conflict; September 1976 

following the death of Chairman Mao Zedong; February 1979 during the Sino-Vietnamese 

War; and 1996 during Third Taiwan Strait Crisis.23 

 

During higher readiness levels, joint operational duty offices could be augmented by duty officers 

from political, logistics, and equipment departments, as well as Service and PLASSF duty officers. 

Within Military Districts, references indicate a “Three Offices, One Depot” system, including the 

operations duty office, logistical operations office, readiness materiel office, and readiness 

component depot.24 

 

Although speculative, the CMC could direct selected units to elevate to Readiness Level Three in 

the event of ambiguous activities on or around Taiwan that challenges perceived CCP interests. 

Designated units ordered to Readiness Level Three could partially implement mobilization plans, 

expand intelligence and surveillance, increase command post manning, cancel leaves, and 

implement logistical and equipment support plans. The CMC could elevate to Readiness Level 

Two in the event of perceived threats that are clear and direct. Designated units ordered to 

Readiness Level Two would expand mobilization, hold duty personnel in place, further intensify 

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) activities, distribute supplies, and adjust 

operational plans. Readiness Level One could be ordered in response to unambiguous war 

conditions, including an event on Taiwan that could trigger a CMC order for use of force.25 

 

The Eastern Theater Command 

 

A typical theater-level joint command center system may consist of at least four command posts: 

a basic command post; a forward command post, which supports the basic command post and 
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coordinates activities closer to the forward edge of battle; a reserve command post, which exists 

as back-up in case the basic command post is neutralized; and a rear command post, which is 

usually dedicated to logistics and equipment support.26 

 

The Eastern Theater Command (ETC) would likely serve as the core of operational-level command 

and control. Mirroring the CMC Joint Staff Department, the ETC maintains a joint command 

center, which functions as the sole channel for command and control of Service component 

commands, and subordinate corps—or corps deputy leader grade—commands. Personnel assigned 

to operational duty offices must meet personnel qualification standards. 27  Officers from 

component commands—ETC Army, Air Force, and Navy—as well as PLARF, are assigned to 

joint command centers. It is unknown whether they are on duty at all times, or only during higher 

readiness conditions.28 PLA regulations guide duty office manning and processes.29 

 

The ETC leadership would rely on ISR assets and a supporting information and communications 

structure. The PLA maintains a large ISR infrastructure to support operations directed against 

Taiwan. The CMC Joint Staff Department is responsible for Taiwan-related contingency planning, 

real-time emergency management, and control of a wide range of national-level PLA assets. 

 

The CMC/JSD would determine and assign forces to a Taiwan campaign command in the event 

of a crisis or conflict. The CMC/JSD Operations Bureau manages the national military command 

and control system. A PLA campaign against Taiwan would also involve significant cooperation 

from civilian authorities, including air traffic management, frequency management, mobilization, 

civil defense, public security, and militia. The CMC/JSD oversees a specialized contingency office 

responsible for coordination with civilian authorities during emergencies.30 

 

The PLASSF provides the CMC and theater-level leaders with space-based imagery, signals 

intelligence (also referred to in PLA writings as “technical reconnaissance”), navigation and 

positioning data, meteorological and hydrological services, and other forms of strategic ISR 

support. The PLASSF appears responsible for the defense communications system linking the 

CMC with Theater Commands. 31  The PLA is enhancing the interoperability of the CMC’s 

national-level backbone network and operational-level networks managed by the PLA Navy, Air 

Force, and the five Theater Commands. PLASSF communication units leverage fiber optic, 

microwave, and satellite networks, as well as airborne radio relay systems. 

 

The Eastern Theater Command would comprise the core of a Taiwan-focused joint operational 

command.32 During peacetime, the ETC Joint Staff Department (ETC/JSD) probably coordinates 

operations and training in and around the Taiwan area. During higher states of readiness, the CMC 

may assign PLARF, PLASSF, and other units to a Taiwan campaign command. A dedicated 

battlespace situational awareness group may be attached to an ETC joint command center to 

manage fused ISR support to ETC leaders.33 PLA Army, Air Force, and Navy service components 

in the ETC also maintain independent ISR capabilities. ISR assets provide targeting and battle 

damage assessment (BDA). Based on a “system of systems” approach, ISR sensor data produced 

by ETC service components is presumably fed into the PLA Integrated Command Platform, a 

system intended to facilitate joint interoperability.34  
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ETC Army leaders, headquartered in Fuzhou, oversee three corps leader grade group armies. The 

CMC likely would also assign selected units from group armies outside the ETC in a crisis. The 

ETC Army also manages the PLA’s largest enterprise dedicated to monitoring Taiwanese C4ISR 

networks. A specialized ETC Army intelligence and reconnaissance brigade was established in 

2016 that reportedly is equipped with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). During higher states of 

readiness, coastal defense units in Fujian, Zhejiang, and Guangdong may be assigned to the ETC 

Army.35 

 

ETC Air Force leaders, headquartered in Nanjing, oversee at least two corps leader grade 

commands, which include ground-based radar brigades that provide air surveillance over the 

Taiwan area and beyond. The CMC may assign PLAAF units from other Theater Commands in a 

crisis situation. At least two radar brigades are garrisoned opposite Taiwan and provide air 

surveillance within their respective sectors. 36  Other units provide airborne early-warning and 

electronic reconnaissance support. In addition to electronic warfare units, the ETC Air Force 

maintains a dedicated medium-altitude long-endurance (MALE) UAV brigade in the Fuzhou area 

with elements deployed in various locations in Southeast China. 

 

ETC Navy leaders, headquartered in Ningbo, oversee the East Sea Fleet, including at least one 

observation and communications (OBCOM) brigade that provides maritime surveillance data to 

Theater Command authorities. Maritime militia units reportedly augment PLA Navy (PLAN) 

OBCOM assets. The ETC Navy also manages a radar brigade that provides air surveillance data 

within its assigned sector off the Zhejiang coast.37 

 

PLA Rocket Force leaders oversee a corps-grade command (Base 61) headquartered in the Anhui 

provincial city of Huangshan. Base 61 coordinates the operations and training of at least five 

conventionally capable launch brigades opposite Taiwan. These brigades, which are not controlled 

by ETC leaders during normal readiness conditions, are supported by separate regiments 

responsible for communications, mobility, and missile storage and handling. In higher states of 

readiness, the CMC may assign these and/or other units to the ETC. The PLARF is believed to 

oversee at least one dedicated UAV regiment that could be assigned to a Taiwan campaign 

command.38 

 

The PLASSF, ETC Army, Air Force, and Navy provide the intelligence upon which the CMC and 

ETC would base operational decisions. CMC-directed changes to readiness levels would be 

transmitted through the CMC/JSD and would drive duty officer manning levels at command 

centers down the chain of command. The 2013 PRC Defense White Paper references an undefined, 

three-level readiness system and describes readiness work as preparatory activities, such as 

training and I&W, which are carried out during peacetime conditions and war.39 
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(Figure 2: CMC Joint Operations Command Center. Source: The “Project 2049 Institute.”) 

 

 

PLA Nuclear Capabilities 

 

A Taiwan contingency could take place within a nuclear environment. The CCP claims a 

commitment to a “no first use at any time and under any circumstances” policy and to “not using 

or threatening to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon states.”40 Despite alleging non-

proliferation goals, the PLA has continued fielding new nuclear weapons capabilities. The Chinese 

nuclear arsenal is primarily composed of land-based capabilities with limited sea- and air-delivery 

platforms. While the exact number of nuclear warheads is unknown, the latest Defense Intelligence 

Agency (DIA) estimate is in the low hundreds.41 The PLARF controls China’s land-based nuclear 

missile forces. As an alternative form of annihilation, the PLA has never ruled out the use of 

nuclear weapons against Taiwan. Chinese intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) able to strike 

the continental United States include the Dong Feng DF-5, DF-31A, and the DF-41. The CMC 

Political Work Department has blurred the line between PLARF nuclear and conventional forces, 

which could complicate U.S. interdiction operations in a conflict.42 
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The PLA does not rule out use of nuclear weapons in support of non-kinetic attacks, such as 

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) strikes. 43  Such suggestions appear to be mainly 

political/psychological in terms of their objective; even nuclear use that did not cause physical 

destruction would still cross the highly dangerous (and escalatory) nuclear threshold. 

 

PLA Liaison Work 

 

The use of force would rely heavily upon the CMC Political Work Department for military liaison 

work. According to the Political Work Regulations, “Taiwan work” is an integral part of PLA 

political-military operations.44 If history is a guide, military liaison work likely will be a core 

component of a PLA campaign against Taiwan. Established in 2005, the PLASSF Base 311 likely 

supports the CMC Political Work Department Liaison Bureau during normal readiness conditions. 

During higher states of readiness, Base 311 may be assigned to the ETC Political Work Department 

to inject friction into Taiwanese society, or perhaps instigate the overthrow of the central ROC 

government through targeted abductions, assassinations, sabotage, and other subversion 

operations.45 
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ROC (Taiwan) Strategic Readiness 

 

Taiwan places a premium on readiness at the strategic level. In addition to a system of readiness 

states, elements of strategic readiness include national will, psychological readiness, capacity for 

national mobilization, critical infrastructure protection, and economic resources. National will, 

dependent on a seemingly limitless number of factors, is amorphous and unpredictable. As Jeffery 

Record notes, the strong “lose to the weak when the latter brings to the test of war a stronger will 

and superior strategy reinforced by external assistance.”46 

 

Taiwan National Security Strategy 

 

While Taiwan does not publicly release a written national security strategy document directly 

analogous to those of the U.S., a display of a similar type of strategic planning can be found most 

recently in the Ministry of National Defense’s (MND) 2019 National Defense Report, the most 

comprehensive document on Taiwan’s national security. The report clarifies the strategic 

environment Taiwan faces, the internal and external threats to Taiwan’s national security, and the 

strategies Taiwan can adopt to achieve its objectives.47 

 

Before the 2008 presidential election, then Kuomintang (KMT) presidential candidate Ma Ying-

jeou proposed “A SMART National Security Strategy.”48 Nevertheless, the National Security 

Council (NSC) under Ma’s administration did not publish another National Security Report. In 

2013, The New Frontier Foundation, a think tank under the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), 

published its Defense Policy Blue Paper and proposed that the NSC submit a National Security 

Strategy report to the Legislative Yuan (LY) six months after the inauguration of a new president.49 

Since the DPP’s Tsai Ing-wen was inaugurated as president in 2016, the NSC published the 

National Information and Communication Strategy Report in 2018, and still has not published a 

National Security Strategy report as the 2013 Defense Policy Blue Paper suggests.50 

 

National security policy may also be guided by the ROC National Security Act.51 The legislation 

was recently amended to broaden the potential threat to Taiwan from “a foreign country or 

mainland China” to “a foreign country, mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, or overseas hostile 

forces.” The amendment lists prohibited activities including serving as an agent of the CCP by 

initiating, sponsoring, hosting, manipulating, commanding, or developing organizations for the 

entities mentioned above.52 It also highlights national security threats posed by cyberspace and 

physical spaces within Taiwan’s territory.53 

 

Taiwan’s principal strategic goal is assumed to ensure its continued existence as an independent 

and sovereign state under its current ROC Constitution. The development of a security strategy is 

complicated by divisions within society on Taiwan over its long-term relationship with Beijing, 

including issues such as unification, maintenance of the status quo, or formal independence, as 

well as the pace of current interactions. Taiwan’s national security strategy relies on a variety of 

instruments—political, military, economic, and cultural—to guarantee its survival. 

 

The National Security Council is a critical body providing advisory support to the President.54 The 

NSC consists of 13 statutory members, including the President (chairperson), the Vice President, 

eight Cabinet members (Premier, Vice Premier, Minister of the Interior, Minister of Foreign 
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Affairs, Minister of National Defense, Minister of Treasury, Minister of Economic Affairs, 

chairman of the Mainland Affairs Council), Chief of the General Staff (CGS), NSC Secretary 

General, and director of the National Security Bureau (NSB). 

 

National Will 

 

Morale is related to an asymmetry of stakes. An asymmetry of stakes exists when a weaker 

defender's survival is threatened by a militarily stronger power. A greater stake in the outcome 

leads to a greater willingness to sacrifice. This, in turn, leads to a natural tendency to wage total 

war against an enemy for whom the war is limited. Many within Taiwan, in the U.S., and in China 

have doubted the will of the people on Taiwan to resist military coercion. In Taiwan, anyone with 

families and homes on the island, regardless of what precipitated a conflict, likely would respond 

with hostility against an aggressor.55 

 

National will and morale are also related to perceived international support. The PLA expends 

significant resources on manipulating morale among the general population and particularly within 

the ROC armed forces. The degree of perceived international support is a critical yet intangible 

factor in morale, particularly during a crisis. 

 

In a series of surveys conducted by the Election Study Center at Taiwan’s National Chengchi 

University, morale was measured by the respondents’ confidence in their fellow Taiwanese and 

confidence in allies like the U.S. and Japan. In general, surveys showed a complex picture of the 

respondents’ confidence in Taiwanese resistance. While 59.38% of respondents had confidence in 

Taiwanese will to resist a Chinese invasion, 72.14% of the respondents did not believe that 

Taiwan’s military could successfully defend Taiwan. Respondents that supported Taiwan 

independence exhibited higher confidence in Taiwanese will to resist a Chinese invasion, in the 

ROC military’s capability to defend Taiwan, and in the U.S. commitment to defend Taiwan (if 

Taiwan declares independence). Such respondents were also more supportive of an alliance with 

the U.S. and Japan against China. Respondents who were more confident in the U.S. commitment 

and supportive of an alliance with the U.S. and Japan, were also more confident in Taiwanese 

willingness to resist a Chinese invasion, and more confident in the ROC military’s capability to 

defend Taiwan.56 

 

Regarding confidence in the commitment of allies, the respondents’ ideology, partisanship, and 

confidence in Taiwanese resistance and U.S. support also correlated with their willingness to 

cooperate with the U.S. and Japan to resist a Chinese invasion. For instance, most of those who 

solely identified themselves as “Taiwanese” or supporters of Taiwan independence or the DPP, 

tended to support a U.S.-Japan-Taiwan trilateral alliance. Those who were more confident in the 

U.S. commitment to Taiwan’s defense during war were also more supportive of a trilateral 

alliance.57 

 

Taiwan Readiness System 

 

Until 2003, Taiwan’s national security establishment managed readiness on the basis of a system 

it referred to as Five Conditions, Three Levels.58 Condition Five was a normal state of readiness. 

During ROC national elections, or in response to provocative Communist Party statements and/or 
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joint PLA exercises on the mainland, the ROC President could have directed elevation to 

Readiness Condition Four, which includes placing selected units on alert. Readiness Condition 

Three could be triggered by unusual PLA military activities outside of the normal training cycle, 

large-scale PLAAF or PLAN activity around Taiwan, or an assembly of units along the coast 

opposite Taiwan. Readiness Condition Two could have placed units in a combat readiness status 

in response to unambiguous I&W of hostilities, or military incidents at sea or in the air. Condition 

One could have been issued in the event of actual hostilities.59 

 

The ROC had an Alert Readiness Phase that would be directed in the event of a maritime blockade 

or other coercive courses of action.60 

 

Notional National Readiness System61 

Normal Readiness (經常戰備階段) 

- No major changes in PRC 

political situation 

- Normal PLA activities 

- No abnormal PLA activities 

during crises 

Normal Alert (一般戒備) 

- Normal situation 

Normal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contingency 

Focused Alert (重點戒備)62 

- Major holidays (National Day and Lunar 

New Year) or political events (elections) 

- Commanding officers recalled 

Enhanced Alert (加強戒備) 

- Indications of heightened readiness level 

or unusual PLA activities 

Emergency Readiness (應急戰備階段) 

- I&W of imminent use of force 

 

The passage of the National Defense Act in 2000 and growing concerns over I&W caused Taiwan 

to adopt a system of two general states of readiness in 2003: normal and emergency. The President 

maintains tight control in any transition between the two states. While maintaining a normal state 

of readiness, Taiwanese command authorities could elevate to Phase One Alert in response to 

increased PLA activity opposite Taiwan or key events, which would entail increased ISR activities, 

cancellation of leave, and more vigilant security around critical facilities. A transition to Phase 

Two Alert would reportedly occur in response to PLA activity in known staging areas.63 

 

Under normal readiness conditions, the bulk of Taiwan’s armed forces carry out routine training 

activities and other tasks. However, three alert conditions exist within normal readiness conditions: 

normal alert, focused alert, and enhanced alert. Focused alerts coincide with major holidays or 

political events. Enhanced alerts are in response to PLA activities. An enhanced alert order could 

be in response to increased and threatening PLAAF flight activity over Taiwan airspace, PLAN 

surface or submarine operations in coastal waters, large scale maritime militia activities, and/or 

assembly of PLA ground forces along the Chinese coast.64 

 

In the event of unambiguous I&W of use of force, Taiwan’s elected authorities may declare a state 

of Emergency Readiness. In a state of Emergency Readiness, the President may impose martial 

law or issue an Emergency Order in accordance with the ROC Constitution.65 According to the 

Constitution and Martial Law Act, the President may declare martial law, but it must be confirmed 
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by the Legislative Yuan.66 When the legislature is in recess, the President may issue an Emergency 

Decree, but the validity must be confirmed by the LY.67 During an extraordinary crisis, a regional 

military commander may declare temporary martial law within his or her area of responsibility. 

Such an action must be reported to the President and validated by the legislature.68 

 

In a state of Emergency Readiness, ROC leaders would implement plans for continuity of 

government, mobilization, and military operations.69 The President and core national security staff 

could be targeted by the PLA in a crisis. As such, ROC government defense plans place a premium 

on continuity of government in an armed crisis. The President, Executive Yuan (EY), and LY 

members would use covert transportation means, or armored vehicles, to relocate to underground 

or otherwise hidden and hardened facilities defended by ROC Marines, military police, and/or 

special service bodyguards. Senior leaders like the Vice President would disperse to locations 

outside Taipei under “designated survivor” rules for continuity of government purposes. 70 

According to the ROC Constitution, the line of succession runs from the President, Vice President, 

Premier, and Vice Premier.71 More than ten other officials after the Vice Premier are designated 

to assume the presidency if circumstances should require. The full line of succession is kept 

classified in order to protect those involved from a potential PLA decapitation strike.72 

 

The National Political-Military Command Center is a hardened underground facility in Taipei’s 

Dazhi District that houses the President and national security team in a crisis. The communications 

systems allow the President to address the nation despite probable PLA interference and 

disinformation. The NSC coordinates political-military exercises, which were first carried out in 

2005. These have changed over time. During the Chen Shui-bian administration, the Yushan 

exercises simulated contingencies involving enemy use of force. During the Ma administration, 

Chunghsing exercises focused on domestic emergencies, such as situations involving a major 

power outage, nuclear meltdown, or oil shortage.73 Political-military exercises under the Tsai 

administration have evaluated strategic readiness, including the efficient and effective 

establishment of the command center; simulating critical infrastructure protection; improving 

continuity of government; and crisis management. Participants include senior representatives from 

the Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of National Defense, Ministry 

of Transportation and Communications, Ministry of Finance, the Central Bank, and other 

government agencies.74  

 

National Mobilization 

 

During either normal or emergency states of readiness, the President of Taiwan may direct national 

mobilization.75 The EY Mobilization Commission is Taiwan’s principal mobilization planning 

authority. The Premier and Vice Premier serve as chairperson and deputy chairperson respectively. 

MND is responsible for the daily work of the EY Mobilization Taskforce and assignment of the 

subordinate authorities.76 

 

The All-Out Defense Mobilization Readiness Act stipulates two phases: the Mobilization 

Preparation Phase and Mobilization Implementation Phase. The Mobilization Preparation Phase 

runs parallel to a normal state of readiness, however what actions would be taken within the three 

alert levels is unknown. Triggered by a Presidentially-declared emergency state of readiness, the 

Mobilization Implementation Phase includes reserve call-ups.77 Beyond mobilization of reserves, 
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the EY is authorized to nationalize critical infrastructure, materials, and assign civilian workforce 

to civil defense units in support of military missions. According to the All-Out Defense 

Mobilization Readiness Act, the President may direct a transition to the Mobilization 

Implementation Phase.78 

 

The President may order a full mobilization and assign critical infrastructure to MND. 

Mobilization plans also exist for public education and logistics-related material.79 Training is 

carried out through “Material Self-Reliance Mobilization Exercises.”80 As a part of all-out defense 

education, MND collaborates with television stations in the production of programs like “All New 

Vision” on Chinese Television System (CTS) and “Fighting! All New Vision” on Sanlih E-

Television News (SETN).81 

 

Taiwan Mobilization Readiness System82 

Mobilization Readiness Program Responsible Agency 

Spiritual Mobilization (Morale) Ministry of Education 

Manpower Resources Ministry of the Interior 

Material & Economic Resources Ministry of Economic Affairs 

Financial Resources Ministry of Finance 

Transportation and Telecommunications Ministry of Transportation and Communications 

Public Health Ministry of Health and Welfare 

Technology Ministry of Science and Technology 

Military Ministry of National Defense 

 

Several ministries are responsible for mobilization planning. The EY’s Mobilization Readiness 

Program encompasses eight mission areas: national will/morale, manpower resources, material 

and economic resources, financial instruments, transportation, public health, technological, and 

military. MND is responsible for military mobilization; the Mobilization Readiness Programs in 

other fields are carried out by other central authorities including the Ministry of Education 

(morale), the Interior (manpower resources), Economic Affairs (material and economic resources), 

Finance (financial resources), Transportation and Communications (transportation), Health and 

Welfare (public health), and Science and Technology (technology). 

 

During the Implementation Phase, MND officials and other authorities coordinate with the 

Ministry of the Interior for civil defense support, with Ministry of Transportation and 

Communication and Ministry of the Interior for military mobile traffic and military supplies 

transportation, with the National Communications Commission (NCC) for communications 

support, and with the Ministry of Health for stockpiling medicine and medical equipment. 
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In addition to MND, other government departments and agencies are required to be able to execute 

readiness plans in a state of emergency. For instance, the NCC, along with the Ministry of Culture, 

maintain regulations that guide public media practices to boost morale. Radio and TV stations are 

likely key targets in most scenarios for PLA use of force. The Ministry of Economic Affairs 

(MOEA) is responsible for readiness issues associated with energy and water supply. The Ministry 

of Finance regulates financial resources, including funding of military operations in a crisis, 

maintaining budget balances, and foreign exchange controls.83 

 

Paramilitary forces, such as the National Police and Coast Guard Administration (CGA), would 

be integrated into the national defense system during an emergency state of readiness.84 The CGA 

communication system is interoperable with MND for purposes of command, control, intelligence, 

and broadcasting.85 Furthermore, MND may mobilize selected personnel listed in a database of 

science and technology (S&T) personnel managed by the Ministry of Science and Technology.86 

 

Critical Infrastructure 

 

During a state of Emergency Readiness, MND may also nationalize and commandeer selected 

critical infrastructure and materials. 87  Imports or exports to specific governments would be 

suspended.88 The procurement of weapons, ammunition, or militarily-relevant material would be 

exempt from applicable legal statutes, such as the Government Procurement Act.89 Public and 

private hospitals would store medicine and medical equipment for distribution within two hours 

of mobilization.90 Heavy equipment like bulldozers, excavators, or cranes may be requisitioned 

and transferred to agencies in need.91 Local governments may organize civil defense groups to 

assist MND military or disaster response missions.92 
 

Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)93 

Sector Coordinating Agency CIP Area 

Energy 
Ministry of Economic Affairs 

Electricity, petrol, natural gas 

Water Reservoirs and water supply 

Telecommunications 
National Communications 

Commission 
Communication, transmission 

Transportation 
Ministry of Transportation and 

Communications 

Land, sea, and air transportation, 

meteorology 

Finance Financial Supervisory Commission Banks, securities, financial payment  

Emergency rescue & 

hospitals 
Ministry of Health and Welfare 

Medical care, disease control, 

emergency response system 

Governmental agencies Office of Homeland Security 

Agency offices and facilities, 

information and telecommunications 

systems 

Science & industrial parks Ministry of Science and Technology 
Science, biomedical, software, and 

industrial parks 
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The EY’s Office of Homeland Security is responsible for critical infrastructure protection planning 

and coordination. MND serves as a supporting agency. The eight sectors listed above are 

designated as critical infrastructure. During peacetime, authorities can request MND support as 

needed. During contingencies, military task forces could provide security support or assume 

temporary control.94 The Deputy CGS with the operations and planning portfolio is responsible 

for identifying militarily-relevant critical infrastructure so that military units can review protection 

capabilities and make assistance plans for potential threats.95 In the event of a crisis, the Office of 

Homeland Security and MND have procedures in place for the police to guard airports and roads, 

manage traffic control, and guarantee public safety, while public health authorities would be 

responsible for planning for large-scale casualties.96 

 

Transportation. The Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) plays a significant 

role in readiness planning and critical infrastructure protection.97 In the Emergency Readiness 

Phase, the Joint Communications and Information Regulation Center regulates and uses public and 

private communication facilities, and also evaluates communication mobilization readiness. MND 

would coordinate with local authorities for the use of public and private communication facilities.98 

Censorship of publications and broadcasting, particularly regarding operational security and 

morale, is to be expected.99 The NCC and related agencies would have the authority to manage 

programming of cable, radio, and television systems.100 

 

The Military Rail Transportation Act defines military support requirements. Rail authorities may 

suspend routine operations to support mobilization of reserves and transport of supplies.101 During 

the Mobilization Implementation Phase, MND, MOTC, and the Ministry of the Interior may 

establish a Joint Transportation Command to manage land (including roads and railroads), 

maritime, and air transportation, as well as the transfer and control of imports.102 MND, MOTC, 

and local governments would coordinate to assess availability of vehicles, vessels, or aircraft for 

military missions.103 Railway authorities could suspend parts of transportation operations to allow 

for mobilization of troops and supply of emergency military transportation.104 Maritime pilots 

(ship and boat captains) would be assigned defense tasks by the pilot administration authority in 

times of war.105 Such tasks would include transporting troops and equipment, laying sea mines, 

and assisting in obstacle placement around ports and invasion beaches. 

 

Telecommunications. The continuity of Taiwan’s telecommunications infrastructure is critical. 

Taiwan has perhaps the densest radio frequency environment in the world, given the high 

concentration of radar systems, cell phones, wireless networks, and other emitters. As a result, 

frequency management is essential. Among the systems operating in Taiwan include amplitude 

modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) radio, very high frequency (VHF), and ultra-

high frequency (UHF) television channels, as well as hundreds of less familiar bands that serve 

cellular and cordless telephones, GPS trackers, air traffic control radars, security alarms, radio-

controlled devices, and the like. The density in the Taipei and Tainan areas are said to be especially 

high.106 

 

Taiwan’s international telecommunication links are also vulnerable. The December 2006 

earthquake off the coast of Kaohsiung, and the September 21, 1999 (921) earthquakes, both 

disrupted the internet and other services in the region for several days. Taiwan has a number of 

undersea fiber optic landing stations connecting the island to the outside world, making it a 
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vulnerable target. In a military crisis, the PLA has invested heavily into electronic 

countermeasures, including high powered microwave weapons and computer network attacks.  

 

Energy. Taiwan’s national-level mobilization is intended to ensure material readiness. MOEA is 

responsible for material mobilization planning, including estimating future requirements, 

assessing important material resources and fixed facilities, and selecting some important material 

resources for strategic material stockpiles with support from the local governments. MOEA is 

responsible for critical infrastructure protection, including: petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL), 

electrical power, and water.107 Taiwan generally relies on reservoirs for its water supply, including 

Feitsui and Shimen. In a POL-related emergency, the EY may implement oil control measures, 

such as restricting oil exports, directing the adjustment of types and volume of imported POL, and 

prohibiting the private sector from stocking up on POL.108  

 

Central Government Budget 

 

 
(Figure 3: Taiwan’s National Budget Allocation (CY2020). Source: “Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting 

and Statistics, Executive Yuan.”) 

 

Resources are an important component of strategic readiness. Over the past 20 years, there has 

been a relative increase in S&T and education, as well as social welfare. The defense budget, as a 

percentage of central government expenditures, has not changed much.109  
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However, Taiwan’s defense budget may not reflect the real level of its defense spending. Funding 

for military pensions, special budgets for defense equipment, and the budgets for defense 

infrastructure and paramilitary forces have been placed in other parts of the central government 

budget. Beyond this, several factors have contributed to the decline in the published defense budget 

over the past 15 years. Among these factors are a trend towards cheaper “software” over more 

expensive hardware, a product of the legislature's increased role in determining the budget. 

Additionally, a shrinking amount of tax revenue and a volatile economy have further contributed 

to conservative defense spending.110 

 

In recent years, the decreasing percentage of the defense budgets of Taiwan’s GDP has raised the 

concern of the military imbalance across the Strait, which may lower the costs of a PLA invasion 

of Taiwan.111 What is noticeable is that Taiwan has steadily increased its defense budgets in recent 

years. Compared with the previous years, Taiwan’s defense budget of FY 2020 increased by 5.16% 

while that of FY 2019 also increased by 5.36%.112 The Tsai administration also strives to increase 

the defense budget over 2% of Taiwan’s GDP.113 The defense budget for FY2021 is over NT$ 

366.8 billion (approx. US$ 12.2 billion) which accounts for 16.3% of the total national budgets 

and sees an increase by 4.4%, compared with that of the previous year. With the additional budgets 

of F-16V procurement and non-profit special funds, Taiwan’s defense budgets in a broader sense 

will reach NT$ 453.4 billion (approx. US$ 15.1 billion) and account for around 2.4% of GDP.114 

Meanwhile, Taiwan keeps the level of total tax revenue as a percentage of GDP at around 13%, 

one of the lowest among developed countries.115 The growth of Taiwan’s defense budgets may be 

more the reflection of the Taiwanese government’s tax policy rather than its commitment to its 

defense. 

 

 
(Figure 4: Taiwan’s Defense Budgets as Percentage of GDP (1994-2020). Source: “Directorate-General of Budget, 

Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan.”) 

 

The trade-off between expenditures on national defense, economic growth, and social welfare is 

often contested. However, defense spending, given the proper set of circumstances, can contribute 

to economic growth and development. The creation of jobs and income at the local level in Taiwan 
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could increase support for defense spending. If Taiwan’s defense industry remains weak, public 

support for a larger defense budget is likely to be inadequate. This is especially true when faced 

with what is known as the “crowding out” effect. With legal caps on deficit spending, an increase 

in defense spending incurs opportunity costs, displacing spending in other sectors, such as 

education, social welfare, S&T, and investment into economic infrastructure. Along these lines, a 

consensus exists in favor of major indigenous programs, such as diesel-electric submarines.116 
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Operational Readiness of the ROC Armed Forces 
 

Strategic readiness is intricately linked with operational readiness.117 How a government allocates 

national resources has a direct impact on military operations. For example, strong morale and 

cohesive national will should produce more volunteers for military service. The loss of critical 

infrastructure, including water, power, transportation, and communications backbone networks 

would negatively affect military operations. Major defense investments have the potential to 

positively affect operational readiness.  

 

Taiwan faces significant operational readiness challenges. However, Taiwan has made significant 

progress in transforming its armed forces over the last 20 years. Taiwan’s defense establishment 

has weathered political storms, provided stability during the ROC’s first democratic transition of 

political power from one party to another, and deterred Communist Chinese aggression. As the 

island’s political establishment continues to consolidate its nascent democracy, its larger neighbor 

to the west, the PRC, is investing heavily in developing a force intended to impose its will onto 

the people of Taiwan and their democratically elected leadership. 

 

This section first examines fiscal resources dedicated to Taiwan’s defense. An evaluation of 

Taiwan’s regulations and procedures for maintaining readiness follows, as well as a laydown of 

the mechanisms that can be leveraged when responding to crises. The section then offers an 

overview on what is publicly known regarding Taiwan’s defense strategy and operational plan. 

Thereafter, it reviews the capabilities of Taiwan’s C4ISR network, logistical readiness challenges, 

and major military investment programs for each service. 

 

Fiscal Resources 

 

Operational readiness relies on fiscal resources. The published ROC defense budget averages 

about US$ 10 billion (NT$ 294 billion) a year, with deviations year on year. As a fiscally 

conservative government, Taiwan has strict legal limits on deficit spending. As a result, a 

significant increase in the defense budget means a reduction in national health insurance, economic 

infrastructure, science and technology, and education. On average, its defense budget makes up 

between 15% to 20% of central government expenditures. As noted, Taiwan’s official defense 

budget does not accurately reflect total military spending, which is much higher. 

 

Taiwan’s defense budget is divided into three general categories: personnel, operation and 

maintenance (O&M), and military investment (also known as force modernization).118  These 

resources are divided between the ROC Army, Air Force, and Navy, as well as supporting units 

like logistics and military police, and MND and General Staff administration. The ROC Air Force, 

which operates relatively expensive equipment like advanced fighter jets and ballistic missile 

defense systems, often gets the largest share of military investment and O&M. The Army 

dominates personnel spending due to its relatively large size. 

 

Personnel Costs. Over the last decade, personnel costs have accounted for around 45% to 50% of 

the defense budget. Personnel includes military pay, dependent services, and a small portion of 

retirement pensions. In 2019, personnel accounted for 46% of Taiwan’s defense budget. 119 

Taiwan’s MND is seeking to reduce the personnel portion of the budget to 39% by 2029. With 

O&M spending staying at a consistent level, MND plans to increase military investment from 26% 
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to 37%.120 As a side note, most military pensions are covered in the Veterans Affairs Council 

(VAC) budget. In 2020, the VAC listed pension budgets of over US$ 3.5 billion (NT$ 103 billion), 

while MND was only appropriated with US$ 41 million (NT$ 1.2 billion). When combined with 

extra-budgetary expenditures and purchasing power parity, Taiwan’s actual defense spending is 

significantly higher than that of the defense budget. 

 

The ROC’s evolution toward democracy naturally increases pressures for an all-volunteer force. 

During President Chiang Ching-kuo’s administration, the duration of mandatory military service 

was reduced. Since 2000, both the KMT and DPP have supported the military reforms pursuing 

personnel reductions and an all-volunteer force. 121  For recruitment, MND encourages higher 

education, improved working environments, increased compensation, and encouraging the 

employment of retirees by private corporations.122 To provide these incentives for the all-volunteer 

force, the share of the personnel budget has increased from 26.7% in 1994 to 45.7% in 2020.123 

With the reduction of logistics personnel and the growing reliance on contract maintenance of 

equipment, the spending on logistics has increased.124 

 

The shortage of manpower has been a critical issue to Taiwan’s military. Since the 1990s, Taiwan 

has undergone a series of military reforms for simplifying its armed forces structure. 125  The 

transformation from the military primarily constituted of personnel of mandatory service to an all-

volunteer force leads to the downsizing of Taiwan’s armed forces from over 500,000 personnel in 

1993 to around 200,000 in 2020. Such a trend coincides with the slowdown of Taiwan’s population 

growth. Consequently, the number of reservists decreases from nearly 3.9 million to less than 2.4 

million in 2019. The change of retirement age for reservists from 40 to 36 in 2007 directly 

contributed to a smaller base of reserve force. 126  Around 300,000 of these reservists can be 

mobilized for pre-combat training.127 

 

Taiwan’s Military Personnel and Births, 1993-2020 

 
(Figure 5: Taiwan’s Military Personnel and Births (1993-2020). Source: Various.128) 
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Taiwan’s Reservists and Percentage of Taiwanese Population as Reservists, 1992-2019129 

 
(Figure 6: Taiwan’s Reservists and Percentage of Taiwanese Population as Reservists (1992-2019). Source: 

Various.130) 

 

The MND Reserve Command is responsible for implementing mobilization plans within 24 hours 

of an emergency decree. A RAND study notes that in one test case Taiwan was able to mobilize 

97% of a full reserve brigade within 24 hours at emergency drills. However, it is anticipated that 

actual wartime mobilization results could be significantly less impressive.131 While 30 days of 

yearly training were initially mandated for Taiwan’s reservists, this requirement has been relaxed 

over time. During the normal state of readiness, reservists could receive between five and seven 

days of refresher training once every two years; however, many reservists receive no refresher 

training at all. Exercises like Tonghsin and Tzuchiang are designed to test mobilization readiness, 

but they occur on a relatively small scale. 132  U.S. DoD assessments of Taiwan’s military 

capabilities reportedly have identified a number of weak points where improvements could be 

made.133 

 

Operations & Maintenance. O&M constitutes around 28% of the defense budget. It funds logistics, 

including procurement and sustainment of spare parts, repair, equipment maintenance, and 

overhaul (RMO); training and education; and communications and information systems. 20% of 

the defense budget for 2020 is dedicated to logistics, communications, and information, which 

accounts for ammunition; maintenance; transportation; miscellaneous logistics services; facilities 

repair, maintenance, and management; unit properties management; water and electricity supply; 

operational facilities, communications; computer-assisted wargaming; procurement and 

maintenance of equipment parts in military units; and logistical supply and assistance. Two percent 

of the total defense budget is dedicated to education and training, which covers expenses for 

military book printing; educational administration; mobilization and preparedness; special grants 

for troops; and miscellaneous services for operations and training. A significant portion of 
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Taiwan’s O&M budget is allocated to the procurement of spare parts. The growing costs of spare 

parts has resulted in diminishing equipment availability rates. To take Air Force equipment as an 

example, the F-16 upgrade program has been delayed and a quarter of the jets unavailable for 

combat as they sit waiting in maintenance depots. The combat readiness of both Mirage 2000-5 

and F-5E/F fighters has suffered from aging issues that are compounded by a shortage of spare 

components. 

 

Military Investment. Military investment includes the acquisition of weapon systems and accounts 

for roughly 25% percent of the defense budget.134 Procurement of indigenous systems and military 

construction projects also fall into this category. A large portion of military investment funds 

procurement of U.S. weapon systems through Foreign Military Sales (FMS) channels.135 The 

financing of major FMS programs is spread out over an average of five to ten years. 

 

 
(Figure 7: ROC Armed Forces Equipment Maintenance Budget (2014-2020). Source: “Directorate-General of 

Budget, Accounting and Statistics.”) 
 

Economic Development & Weapons Acquisition 

 

Taiwan has long struggled with the need to bolster national security with weapons acquisition and 

simultaneously support domestic economic development. Fiscal policy and defense needs have 

clashed over the decades. For example, selected acquisition programs have been funded through 

extra-budgetary appropriations (e.g. “special budgets”). While cases have been rare, corruption 

surrounding defense acquisitions and appropriations have been revealed through legislative 

oversight and legal investigation. The 1993 procurement of French Lafayette-class frigates and 
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Mirage-2000-5 fighters resulted in a major controversy and public outcry after details emerged of 

an alleged US$ 400 million in kickbacks through the special budget.136 

 

The debt ceiling imposes limits on defense spending when Taiwan encounters an economic 

downturn or its obligations become too large. The 2004 special budget for diesel submarines, PAC-

3 missile defense interceptors, and P-3C maritime patrol aircraft amounted to over US$ 600 million 

(NT$ 18 billion). Taiwan’s GDP growth, however, fell from 5.7% in 2004 to 3.53% in 2005. In 

addition to the political causes, the opposition legislators boycotted the special budget to avoid the 

swelling of the public debt to the budget ceiling of 40.6% of the average of GDP for the previous 

three fiscal years.137 

 

Taiwan seeks to transform current competition between defense and economic sectors into a 

mutually beneficial relationship. The Executive Yuan implemented the Defense Industry 

Development Act for the purpose of “combining abilities from the government and the private 

sectors to achieve the prior goal of domestic weapons and equipment research and development 

(R&D), production, manufacture, and logistic support.”138 The law categorized tiers of military 

material suppliers and created a three-level certification system. With the support of MOEA, this 

would provide qualified Taiwanese suppliers with industrial support such as assistance in pursuing 

certification by foreign original manufacturers, guidance in expanding into foreign markets, and 

applying for subsidies.139 

 

The Defense Industry Development Act could positively impact how Taiwan engages in offset 

agreements and industrial cooperation, as the U.S. government has noted that Taiwan’s force 

modernization expenditures are accompanied by industrial cooperation requirements, which are 

viewed as “economically inefficient and market distorting.”140 Taiwan requires offset programs 

for any significant FMS acquisition. Yet it is longstanding policy that “all U.S. Government 

agencies are prohibited from encouraging, entering directly into, or committing U.S. firms to any 

offset arrangement,” meaning that Taiwan is billed for the real cost of these programs in the 

original FMS contract.141 Roughly five to ten percent of the price tag for defense procurements 

can be attributed to the funding Taiwan has for its own offset programs.142 The fact that offsets are 

not free — along with credible economic concerns about the efficiency of offset programs — raises 

the issue of the value of their use as a development strategy. It may well be that Taiwan’s offset 

policy needs an overhaul. However, given the economic potential, and average five to ten-year 

lifespan of each program, offsets are a strategic opportunity to broaden U.S.-Taiwan relations and 

contribute to a more normal, stable, and constructive relationship. Looking at offset fulfillment as 

a tool for achieving strategic national objectives, rather than a standard business agreement, could 

be highly advantageous for Taiwan’s future security outlook. 

 

For a contextual example, Taiwan’s recent US$ 1.3 billion (NT$ 38 billion) acquisition of 108 

M1A2 Abrams main battle tank (MBT) is being financed over the next nine years. Deliveries are 

scheduled to take place between 2022 and 2026. Direct offsets provide additional value to military 

investments. Known offset agreements attached to the M1A2 procurement include the technology 

transfer of 120mm main guns and tank shells, as well as depot-level maintenance that covers 

production, assembly, and testing of turrets, guns, chassis, power systems, thermal imagers, and 

fire control systems.143 To satisfy offset credits, Taiwan is seeking a co-development program with 

Lockheed Martin.144 
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Taiwan’s M1A2T Delivery & Budgets145 

Year Delivery Procurement Cost Program Management Fees Total Budget 

2019 — US$ 24,471,830 

(NT$ 713,800,000) 

US$ 23,107 

(NT$ 674,000) 

US$ 24,494,938 

(NT$ 714,456,000) 

2020 — US$ 144,577,788 

(NT$ 4,200,000,000) 

US$ 103,814 

(NT$ 3,028,000) 

US$ 144,681,602 

(NT$ 4,220,000,000) 

2021 — US$ 246,498,195 

(NT$ 7,200,000,000) 

US$ 65,072 

(NT$ 1,898,000) 

US$ 246,563,267 

(NT$ 7,191,633,000) 

2022 18 US$ 235,248,446 

(NT$ 6,900,000,000) 

US$ 791,634 

(NT$ 23,090,000) 

US$ 236,040,080 

(NT$ 6,884,698,000) 

2023 18 US$ 241,735,187 

(NT$ 7,100,000,000) 

US$ 883,894 

(NT$ 25,781,000) 

US$ 242,619,082 

(NT$ 7,076,591,000) 

2024 28 US$ 169,228,310 

(NT$ 4,900,000,000) 

US$ 839,770 

(NT$ 24,494,000) 

US$ 170,068,081 

(NT$ 4,960,460,000) 

2025 30 US$ 149,708,602 

(NT$ 4,400,000,000) 

US$ 839,770 

(NT$ 24,494,000) 

US$ 150,548,373 

(NT$ 4,391,119,000) 

2026 14 US$ 61,535,108 

(NT$ 1,800,000,000) 

US$ 825,096 

(NT$ 24,066,000) 

US$ 62,360,205 

(NT$ 1,818,891,000) 

2027 — US$ 111,910,911 

(NT$ 3,300,000,000) 

US$ 73,712 

(NT$ 2,150,000) 

US$ 11,1984,623 

(NT$ 3,266,311,000) 

Total 108 — — US$ 1.4 billion 

(NT$ 40.6 billion) 

 

Command and Control 

 

The President of Taiwan commands the ROC armed forces through the Minister of Defense, who 

transmits instructions to operational forces. MND has principal responsibility for ensuring the 

country’s defense against PRC use of military force. MND defines its strategic ends as preventing 

war, ensuring homeland defense, responding rapidly to a crisis, avoiding confrontation, and 

supporting regional stability.146 In this light, Taiwan can be classified as a “status quo” state 

because it is content with its existing territorial borders and concerned only with preserving its 

security and maintaining its democratically elected government.147 Taipei advances its strategy by 

convincing Beijing that the costs of any conflict would outweigh the desired benefits.148 

 

While details are unknown, MND’s war plan, the Gu’an Operational Plan, does not assume U.S. 

intervention to defend Taiwan in the event of an invasion. Taiwan’s basic concept of independent 

defense – the need to prepare for a contingency in absence of assured outside assistance – has its 

roots in former Chief of the General Staff Hau Pei-tsun’s strategy articulated after the abrogation 

of the U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty in 1979. Independent defense, rather than assuming U.S. 

intervention in a crisis, appears to remain at the core of Taiwan’s strategic and operational planning 

until today. At the same time, however, U.S. and Taiwan defense establishments are increasingly 

capable of ad hoc coalition operations in the event of a crisis.149 
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Legal Statutes & Regulations 

 

Legal statutes and regulations help to guide ROC military responses to PLA use of force. The two 

most relevant legal statutes are the National Defense Act and MND Organization Act.150 MND 

also has the Contingency Management Regulations, the Combat Readiness Regulations, and Gu’an 

Operational Plan (OPLAN) for responses to crises during peacetime, transitional period, and 

wartime.151 The Contingency Management Regulations address mechanisms for responding to 

crises, including those related to humanitarian aid and disaster relief.152 These regulations define 

military accidents (incidents) as situations in which crafts such as PLA aircraft and naval ships, 

Chinese large iron fishing boats, and mobile fishing boats violate the code of conduct or cause 

accidents. 153  According to the Contingency Management Regulations, MND identifies and 

monitors all the foreign aircraft and vessels, including those of the U.S. military.154 They also 

establish rules of engagement for ROCAF responses to PLAAF flight activities in the Taiwan 

Strait and around the island.155 MND maintains a task force for crisis management during normal 

and emergency states of readiness.156 During elections and holidays such as the Lunar New Year, 

the Combat Readiness Regulations and Regulations for Managing Contingencies are often referred 

to as the legal sources for regulating the stationing and rotation of military personnel. For example, 

during the 2020 national elections, around 5,000 military personnel remained on duty and could 

not vote.157 

 

The Combat Readiness Regulations address the responsibilities of ROC armed forces during 

various readiness and alert states. The National Defense Act triggered a modification to Combat 

Readiness Regulations in order to establish the Minister of Defense as the senior authority during 

peacetime, rather than the Chief of the General Staff.158 Among other issues, these regulations 

guide unit staffing levels during various periods from high alert to holidays and elections.159 The 

Office of the Deputy Chief of General Staff for Operations and Plans (J-3) plays a central role. 

 

Operational Plan  

 

In addition to legal statutes and regulations, ROC military responses are guided by an operational 

plan which serves to implement Taiwan’s current defense concept (discussed later in this section).  

Maintaining an operational plan is central for operational readiness.160 Contents of the Gu’an 

OPLAN are classified and reviewed on an annual basis.161 The OPLAN implements Taiwan’s 

defense strategy and is premised on selected assumptions regarding enemy intent and military 

capabilities. The plan is allegedly centered around a worst-case amphibious invasion scenario, and 

prioritizes deterrence over defense. This could mean that, during an impending invasion, 

interdiction would be a first course of action. The OPLAN purportedly details Taiwan’s 

communications infrastructure in each level of readiness.162 It also addresses military operations 

other than war, such as humanitarian affairs and disaster relief.163 The OPLAN reportedly does not 

assume U.S. military intervention in an invasion scenario, with the exception of ISR support, and 

is focused on “annihilating the enemy at the landing beach.”164 

 

● Yingyuan Branch Plan. The Yingyuan branch plan reportedly addresses the broad defense 

of all offshore islands under ROC jurisdiction, including features in the East China Sea and 

South China Sea. 165  The plan features Marine amphibious landing operations, Army 

airborne and special operations, and air operations involving army aviation helicopters and 
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ROCAF fighter assets.166 Yingyuan covers all offshore islands under ROC jurisdiction, 

including features in the South China Sea.167 Exercises have demonstrated an ability to 

defend nearer islands, like Penghu, and relatively less capacity to defend assets in the South 

China Sea.168 

 

● Tienchu Branch Plan. The ROCAF’s Tienchu branch plan addresses rapid dispersal of air 

assets, such as the deployment of Indigenous Defense Fighters (IDFs) from Tainan and 

Taichung to Penghu to interdict amphibious assault ships. Tienchu-related exercises are 

carried out annually between April and September. IDFs reportedly have a lower reaction 

time as compared to F-16s and Mirage 2000-5s.169 

 

● Weichiang Branch Plan. The Weichiang branch plan is tailored specifically to the defense 

of territories in the South China Sea. The plan involves Marine Corps assets, transported 

by C-130s, which would re-occupy territory within four hours.170 In 2014, the ROCN 

conducted Weichiang-related training on Taiping Island involving Perry and Lafayette-

class frigates and a landing ship tank (LST). In coordination with the Coast Guard, a Marine 

Corps task force consisting of two companies conducted amphibious warfare drills with 

over 20 AAV-7 amphibious assault vehicles. Heavy mortars and anti-tank rockets were 

involved, and UAVs provided situational awareness to commanders throughout the 

exercise.171 

 

The OPLAN (which manifests Taiwan’s defense concept) and operational readiness are validated 

during annual Hankuang (HK) exercises, which have taken place since 1984. 172  Hankuang 

exercises consist of a command post exercise (CPX) and field training exercise (FTX).173 Taiwan 

leverages tools such as the Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS) system to simulate joint and 

combined civil-military operations. JTLS is also used by the U.S. and its Indo-Pacific allies like 

Japan, South Korea, and Australia.174 Hankuang is augmented by other exercises, such as Tonghsin 

and Tzuchiang, which evaluate the readiness of the reserve force and logistical mobilization.175 

Other components include fighter landings and rearming on the highway.176 

 
Taiwan’s Contingency Runways177 

Name Location Use in Exercises Aircraft 

Chungli Chungli-Yangmei, Taoyuan, 

National Freeway 1 

First used in 1975;  

canceled in 2006 

F-5E, T-33A 

Changhua Yuanlin, Changhua, 

National Freeway 1 

May 15, 2007 (HK-23), May 28, 

2019 (HK-35) 178 

F-16, Mirage 2000-

5, IDF, E-2K 

Minhsiung Minhsiung, Chiayi, National 

Freeway 1 

September 16, 2014 (HK-30) F-16, Mirage 2000-

5, IDF, E-2K 

Matou Matou, Tainan, National 

Freeway 1 

April 12, 2011 (HK-27) F-16, Mirage 2000-

5, IDF 

Rende Rende, Tainan, National 

Freeway 1 

July 22, 2004 (HK-20) Mirage 2000-5 

Chiatung Chiatung, Pingtung, 

Provincial Highway 1 

November 17, 2011  

(Changching-12) 

CH-47 
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In 2019, Hankuang was reportedly integrated within a year-long readiness training schedule.179 

Quarterly readiness training has emphasized force protection, joint counter landing operations, and 

air defense/counter-airborne operations. Other training has focused on field reconnaissance, 

tabletop simulations, and tactical field training.180 

 

Defense Leadership 

 

The Defense Minister is responsible for initial responses to an invasion and exercises command 

authority over the Chief of the General Staff. For instance, the CGS can command the Air Force 

Air Defense and Artillery Command to launch air-defense missiles only with the authorization 

from the Defense Minister.181 The CGS would be authorized to assume military command after 

the President issues an emergency decree, with the Defense Minister in charge of personnel and 

material mobilization.182 During war, the CGS would assume a role similar to a Joint Task Force 

Commander and exercise supreme command of the ROC armed forces. Taiwan’s national 

command authorities determine readiness phases through I&W of PLA activities on the coast of 

southeast China. Should the use of force appear imminent, the national command authority could 

implement emergency readiness plans.183 The listing of indicators is expansive, but could include: 

 

● Leadership meetings and establishment of leading small group/joint command for Taiwan; 

● Changes in PLA readiness levels; 

● Augmentation of national and theater command centers; 

● Surge in ISR activities; 

● Launch of tactical satellites; 

● Unusual field deployments, including PLA Army (PLAA), PLARF, PLAAF, PLAN, and 

PLASSF; 

● Mobilization of reserves and/or militia in Fujian, Zhejiang, and Guangdong; 

● Spectrum management policy/frequency changes; 

● Unusual training and exercises; 

● Air and maritime closure areas; 

● Changes in civil air defense posture; 

● Unusual logistical support activities; 

● Unusual propaganda and social media activities; 

● Fifth column activities.184 

 

The Overall Defense Concept 

 

Taiwan’s public approach to defending against an amphibious invasion is embodied in the Overall 

Defense Concept (ODC).185 The ODC was formally introduced in MND’s 2017 National Defense 

Report and further detailed in the report’s groundbreaking 2019 iteration. 186  In April 2019, 

President Tsai expressed her support for the concept.187 In August 2020, President Tsai declared, 

“I am committed to accelerating the development of asymmetric capabilities under the Overall 

Defense Concept. As I mentioned in my inauguration speech, this will be our number one 

priority.”188 The ODC seeks to achieve Taiwan’s strategic goal of “resolute defense and multi-

domain deterrence” in a resource-constrained environment. The ODC guides military force 

development and joint operations, emphasizing Taiwan’s natural advantages, civilian 
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infrastructure, and asymmetrical capabilities to deter or, if necessary, defeat PLA use of force, 

including an amphibious invasion.189 

 

While many aspects of the ODC are classified, it is known to be premised on two basic 

assumptions: (1) the CCP aspires to annex Taiwan; and (2) the worsening resource imbalance 

across the Taiwan Strait can be offset by seizing upon Taiwan’s capacity for innovation. According 

to estimates by the U.S. Department of Defense, PLA expenditure last year topped US$ 250 billion 

(NT$ 7 trillion), dwarfing Taiwan’s latest defense budget of US$ 11 billion (NT$ 323 billion).190 

To mitigate budgetary constraints, the ODC stresses the effective allocation and management of 

Taiwan’s resources. The objective of ODC is to deny the PLA the ability to successfully invade 

and exert political control over Taiwan. The ODC envisions Taiwan adopting an asymmetric 

defense posture and fielding forces capable of overcoming a stronger enemy. The ODC aims to 

shape Taiwan’s force buildup and concept of operations. Force buildup outlines the elements and 

capabilities that maximize the ODC’s advantages, whereas the concept of operations delineates 

how the strategy will be executed during an invasion. 

 

The ODC’s three tenets for force buildup are force preservation, traditional capabilities, and 

asymmetric capabilities. Taiwan’s military must retain the ability to defend itself and strike back 

after a PLA air and missile campaign and cyber operations. Force preservation relies on mobility, 

camouflage, concealment, deception, electronic warfare, redundancy, rapid repair, and blast 

mitigation. Traditional weapon systems are effective at countering the PRC’s grey-zone tactics 

during peacetime and periods of high tension. They are needed for patrolling Taiwan’s territorial 

skies and waters while maintaining the capacity for deep interdiction. The high visibility of 

traditional systems positively impacts Taiwanese morale and improves public confidence in the 

military, while at the same time countering PLA coercion and complicating political warfare 

operations and decision making in Beijing. The essence of Taiwan’s traditional capabilities is a 

low quantity of large, high-quality platforms such as advanced fighters, destroyers and submarines, 

and tanks. They are strategic in nature: focused not only on defense but also achieving political 

effects. 

 

Asymmetric weapon systems, on the other hand, are less visible during peacetime, but essential 

during combat. They provide non-conventional warfighting capabilities that are aimed at 

exploiting Taiwan’s natural defensive advantages and the enemy’s vulnerabilities during an 

invasion while delivering maximum tactical impact with minimal effort. Taiwan’s asymmetric 

systems are envisioned as small, mobile, lethal, numerous, and capable of being widely dispersed. 

They must be cost-effective and easy to develop and maintain, yet resilient and sustainable. They 

must complicate enemy operations by being difficult to target and counter. The essence of 

Taiwan’s asymmetric capabilities is a large number of small things.191 

 

The ODC’s objective is to enhance deterrence and, if deterrence fails, defeat a full-scale PLA 

invasion. The three pillars of its concept of operations are force protection, decisive battle in the 

littoral zone, and destruction of the enemy at the landing beaches.192 Force protection enables 

Taiwan’s military to survive and recover from the opening phase of a massive PLA strike 

campaign so that units can strike back as soon as the enemy is within range. The ODC seeks to 

bolster the military’s ability to withstand pre-invasion bombardment using tactics similar to those 
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of force preservation. Elements of force protection include mobility, camouflage, concealment, 

deception, dispersion, rapid repair, and blast mitigation.  

 

According to the ODC, ROC military forces would be at their most lethal when the enemy is 

crossing the Strait and moving through prepared kill-boxes in Taiwan’s littoral areas. At this stage 

in conflict, Taiwan’s surviving warships and fighters will attack the enemy in joint actions with 

coastal defense cruise missiles (CDCMs), UAVs, and air defense units. The ODC seeks to make 

Taiwan’s military ready to conduct joint fire strikes against the PLA with air, sea, and shore assets 

protected by a layered air defense system.193 In addition, the ODC envisions blocking the enemy’s 

advance using a layered defense of sea mines, pre-deployed obstacles, swarming fast-attack craft, 

and missile assault boats. As the enemy approaches Taiwan’s shoreline, land-based precision 

guided munitions and ground forces would provide additional firepower. 

 

The ODC emphasizes asymmetric capabilities since the strategy primarily targets an amphibious 

invasion scenario, where traditional systems may not be as immediately effective. With this in 

mind, the asymmetric focus of the ODC compliments Taiwan’s other defense strategies that 

primarily employ traditional systems. Traditional capabilities could be more effective in other 

critical missions, such as fighter jets to repel PLA warplanes and anti-submarine warfare (ASW) 

submarines for protecting sea lines of communication. Services may resist the shift towards 

increased asymmetric capabilities for their own budgetary and policy priorities. However, it is 

important to note that the ODC should not be viewed as mutually exclusive or competing with 

other programs and instead as complimentary. 

 

MND reportedly is engaging DoD in a joint assessment of Taiwan’s defense. The focus is on 

counter-landing operations and the ODC, and involves special operations, army aviation, UAVs, 

and naval mining. The program is covered under the defense budget’s education and training line 

item.194 

 

Key Command and Control Capabilities 

 

Taiwan has made significant investments into C4ISR, counter-landing forces, air defense, and 

naval force modernization. In general, the most critical capabilities include ensuring situational 

awareness and the ability to communicate in the most stressing scenarios. The capacity to deny the 

PLA command of the skies in the Taiwan area of operations is critical, as is ensuring that sea lines 

of communication remain open. 
 

The key to survival in a potential armed conflict, or any emergency for that matter, is sustaining a 

cognitive advantage. This includes survivable, persistent, and pervasive sensors; survivable and 

effective communications; and a survivable command and control system able to respond to a 

range of contingencies. A diverse network of ground-based, airborne, and space-based sensors 

would be critical for I&W and defense should deterrence fail. Taiwan has the potential to field one 

of the world’s most advanced, and cost-effective C4ISR infrastructures in the world. Furthermore, 

technological breakthroughs in nanotechnology and micro-electro-mechanical systems are 

reducing costs, due in large part to civilian market demand. However, many sensors must operate 

in a harsh military environment. 
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C4ISR is a critical enabler that enhances the ability of Taiwan’s armed forces to respond to 

contingencies and adds value to existing weapon systems. As noted by DoD’s Chief Information 

Officer, “the two truly transforming things might be in information technology and information 

operation and networking… connecting things in ways that they function totally differently than 

they had previously. And if that’s possible… then possibly the single most transforming thing in 

our force will not be a weapon system, but a set of interconnections and a substantially enhanced 

capability because of that awareness.”  

 

The ROCAF operates one of the most advanced air and missile surveillance systems in the world. 

This system hinges upon a modern air command and control network and supporting ground-based 

air surveillance radar system. A large UHF long-range early warning radar functions as the core 

of Taiwan’s air and ballistic missile surveillance system. Unlike the Precision Acquisition Vehicle 

Entry Phased Array Warning System (PAVE PAWS), this system is capable of not only tracking 

large numbers of ballistic threats out to 3,000 kilometers, but also tracking air-breathing threats 

with low radar cross sections. The radar has a latent space tracking capability to assist in 

monitoring space debris, tracking PRC satellites to facilitate a concealment, camouflage, and 

deception, and augment Taiwan’s own space control, tracking, and telemetry network. As a 

strategic early warning system, the large phased array radar is not expected to survive past initial 

strikes in a full-scale assault. Other air surveillance assets include radar systems operating in the 

L- and S-Band portions of the frequency spectrum. It is unknown if Taiwan has a system to 

augment its traditional air surveillance network. 

 

More futuristic capabilities may include passive coherent location (PCL) and infra-red search and 

track systems that can detect and track aircraft and helicopters. Such systems are passive, meaning 

they do not emit any radiation of their own, unlike radar. This makes them difficult to detect. One 

problem, however, is the atmosphere that attenuates infrared light to some extent and adverse 

weather can attenuate it also, so its range compared to a radar is limited. 

 

 

(Figure 8: General Atomics MQ-9B. Source: “Wikimedia Commons.”) 
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The ROCAF flies a number of airborne platforms equipped with sensors, including the C-130, E-

2T, and P-3C. UAVs offer some of the most promising opportunities for persistent surveillance of 

Taiwan’s operational environment to meet a range of non-traditional and military requirements 

UAVs could be mounted with many different types of sensor packages, including electro-optical, 

infrared, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging payloads as well as and signals intelligence 

receivers. Able to launch from a variety of modes, UAVs could operate day and night to monitor 

maritime activity and provide targeting data for strike assets. Other missions could include border 

control, traffic monitoring, resource exploitation, and support for law enforcement. Systems 

integration of the various sub-systems, ranging from the engine, airframe, control system, sensors, 

jam-resistant high-speed data links, and ground stations, may be the greatest challenges in fielding 

a low-cost, multi-purpose system. Airspace management could be another consideration. The most 

prominent NCSIST indigenous MALE UAV under development is the Teng Yun program.195 

 

Indigenous programs will be augmented by the acquisition of at least four MQ-9B MALE remotely 

piloted aircraft systems (RPAS).196  The MQ-9B has a maximum altitude of 40,000 feet, the 

endurance of more than 30 hours, speed of 210 knots, more than a half dozen external hard points 

for air-surface weapons and additional sensors. The system also includes mobile ground control 

stations that can connect into fiber optic communication and control networks, satellite 

communications, over the horizon tactical data links, 360⁰ long-range maritime radar with SAR 

and inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR), advanced electro-optics, signals intelligence 

(SIGINT) and other sensors and anti-jam Global Positioning System (GPS). Future upgrades to 

the MQ-9B include the capability to perform ASW by carrying, deploying, and monitoring 

sonobuoys. 

 

Equipped with Link-16 terminals, secure voice communications and the ability to stream full 

motion video, the MQ-9B will be interoperable with F-16s, P-3s and other airborne platforms, 

ROC Navy surface ships, and ground forces. UAVs will provide the persistent surveillance needed 

for I&W of the use of force, provide critical targeting data for coastal defense cruise missiles, 

enable BDA for systems such as naval sea mines, and ultimately be able to self-deploy weapons. 

In addition, MALE UAVs, such as the MQ-9B, have the potential to relieve some of the wear and 

tear on Taiwan’s current fighter and maritime patrol inventory and thus enhance readiness.]197 

 

Taiwan’s military has fallen behind its peers in the operational employment of unmanned aerial 

systems (UAS), in terms of the breadth of their use, the level of sophistication and capabilities of 

the UAVs, operational experience and doctrinal development. As such, it is imperative that Taiwan 

takes measures to greatly improve its capability and extent of readiness in this respect. 

 

While Taiwan is clearly capable of indigenously producing small to medium-sized drones for 

tactical ISR applications, the development of larger, long-endurance, multi-mission UAVs of 

greater sophistication would require a much longer effort involving greater technical risks.  

Moreover, advanced UAS with precision intelligence, surveillance, target-acquisition, 

reconnaissance (ISTAR), and attack capabilities would require high-precision components 

(including, but not limited to, servos and gyros) that may not be readily obtainable on the 

international market.198 
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Space Systems. On the space side, Taiwan currently has indigenous remote sensing satellites. 

Taiwan’s FORMOSAT-5 was launched in 2017, the first satellite with an indigenously developed 

sensor. Taiwan also procures foreign commercial imagery. Among foreign sources, GeoEye 

(acquired by DigitalGlobe in 2013) operates three remote-sensing satellites including OrbView-3, 

IKONOS, and OrbView-2. 199  WorldView-3, the most recent commercial imagery satellite 

currently in orbit, offers 0.31-meter panchromatic (black and white) and eight-meter multispectral 

(color) digital imagery, which can be downlinked to customer ground stations around the world. 

Under current licensing constraints, only U.S. government customers and specifically designated 

allies have access to imagery at this highest resolution while commercial customers receive 

imagery at the highest resolution allowed by U.S. regulations, currently 0.5-meter ground 

resolution.  

 

The PLA’s proven ASAT capability could pose a challenge to Taiwan’s space assets in low earth 

orbit. A small satellite architecture could enhance the survivability of a space-based sensor system. 

For an affordable and tailored small satellite architecture, a domestic space launch capability could 

be helpful. Taiwan has had a program to launch mission-specific 100-kilogram satellites into an 

orbit of between 600 to 800 kilometers.200 

 

Taiwan, with U.S. assistance, may seek participation in the United Nations Global Earth 

Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) project. The purpose of GEOSS is to pool space-based 

remote sensing assets for scientific and economic purposes, as well as to respond effectively to 

environmental shifts and natural disasters. The U.S. component of GEOSS, known as the 

Integrated Earth Observation System (IEOS), links U.S. efforts to those of its international 

partners.  

 

As time goes on, affordable situational awareness for a wide array of emergencies will become 

increasingly important. Taiwan’s emergency responders, military and otherwise, could derive 

significant benefits from cost-effective data correlation and visualization systems. Such a 

capability depends in large part upon a user-friendly and affordable software package able to fuse 

or correlate a wide variety of sensors. Tactical Display Framework (TDF) and Multi-Source 

Correlator Tracker (MSCT) software allows satellite imagery, three-dimensional terrain maps, and 

live video and radar feeds to be displayed on a bank of linked high-resolution monitors. The 

screens can be used in a transportable map table arrangement or in a large display and a static 

facility. Creating a common operational picture (COP) for medical responses, disaster warning, 

response, and recovery, and military operations is both the goal and challenge of network-centric 

operations. To operate efficiently, all emergency response commanders – civilian and military – 

should have a single, shared picture of the environment. Existing systems tend to break up this 

image. A capability of unifying various data and sensor feeds into a consistent format that can be 

displayed on a monitor could greatly enhance a commanders’ situational awareness. Technology 

is advancing to the point to where a common operational picture could be used on a personal 

display assistant (PDA).201 

 

A multi-dimensional awareness capability could integrate existing and future radar systems, 

including over the horizon systems; advanced information systems; still images and video; 

acoustic data; beacons for tagging, tracking, and locating; and access to global databases, such as 

Lloyd’s ship registry and other assets for data mining and access to watch lists. 
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Systems capable of simultaneous tracking hundreds or even thousands of targets are being 

developed and fielded. The problem may become less of what’s being seen on a screen but more 

understanding of what is being observed and perhaps even having a staff able to man the terminals 

on a 24/7 basis. There is a requirement to integrate multi-sensor and intelligence information to 

provide ‘beyond the horizon’ understanding across all domains – sea, air, space, land.  Situational 

awareness can be achieved by fusing existing sensors. The fusion of various forms of data could 

produce a combined operations center and user-defined operating picture that enhances situational 

understanding and provides actionable intelligence to military, disaster relief, Coast Guard, 

customs, police, and other emergency response forces.   

 

Effective and efficient command and control (C2) depends upon reliable, secure, and high 

bandwidth telecommunications. Taiwan’s fixed network includes fiber optics, including undersea 

fiber optic cables linking Taiwan with the outside world. Communications appear to move toward 

an internet protocol (IP) standard, specifically IP version 6 (IPv6) that expands the number of 

users/addresses that the network could accommodate. Each service maintains its own 

communications network including Army Improved Mobile Subscriber Equipment (IMSE).  
 

Interdiction. Taiwan has invested in integrated deep interdiction operations in a denied 

environment. Taiwan’s familiarity with single points of failure in the PLA’s air and missile defense 

system could someday save many lives. Maintaining Taiwan’s capacity to interdict single points 

of failure in the PLA’s operational system could relieve the United States of part of its heavy 

operational burden and reduce risks of escalation. For Taiwan, sufficient self-defense requires an 

ability to interdict and neutralize critical nodes in the PLA Rocket Force and other increasingly 

integrated operational systems opposite Taiwan.202 

 

Interdiction operations would seek to destroy, divert, disrupt, and delay PLA theater-level 

operations. Taiwan has long maintained some capacity to interdict PLA targets in southeast China. 

However, the ROCAF has struggled to keep pace with an increasingly modern PLAAF integrated 

air defense system opposite Taiwan. Among the more capable deep interdiction systems is the 

Hsiung Fung HF-2E, which allegedly has a 1200-kilometer (746 miles) range.203 A new system, 

the Yun Feng land attack cruise missile allegedly can reach supersonic speed and has a design 

range of 1,500 km (932 miles).204 An initial 20 rounds and 10 launchers are expected to enter the 

inventory in 2021. 205  NCSIST-developed Wan Chien air-delivered standoff munition cluster 

munition, capable of striking targets within a 500 kilometer (311 miles) radius. The munition 

reportedly passed its operational test and evaluation in 2020 and over 150 will be produced.206 The 

main shortcoming in Taiwan’s interdiction capability is precise targeting data and reliable geo 

navigation. 

 

For maritime interdiction, land-based anti-ship cruise missile (ASCM) systems include the existing 

indigenous HF-3 with the maximum range of over 300 km (186 miles), Taiwan also is reportedly 

acquiring Harpoon ASCMs as part of a broader mobile CDCM system. 207 

 

Electronic Warfare. Another area where Taiwan urgently needs help is EW, particularly integrated 

EW, where disparate systems and capabilities (such as SIGINT, communications intelligence 

[COMINT], electronic intelligence [ELINT], and Electronic Attack) are brought together to 

conduct precise, targeted operations to ensure the dominance of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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NCSIST has developed a wide range of EW systems, but their performance has yet to win the 

confidence of Taiwan’s military services. In fact, reports indicate that many indigenous EW 

systems have fared poorly during major exercises. Moreover, Taiwan’s military could greatly 

benefit from mentoring in the conduct of integrated electronic warfare. As such, one very important 

area of readiness could be addressed by engaging U.S. experts to help plan Taiwan’s EW programs 

and to train Taiwanese EW specialists in advanced operational concepts, doctrine, and tactics. 

 

Command Centers 

 

The MND Joint Operations Command Center (Hengshan Command Center) is Taiwan’s most 

prominent command and control facility208 The center is housed in a hardened underground facility 

north of Dazhi. The facility is designed to withstand missile or even nuclear attacks and 

accommodate multiple government agencies in war.209 Hengshan allegedly is connected through 

tunnels to the President’s Yuanshan Command Center. Completed in 2008, Yuanshan houses the 

President and cabinet with the communication systems and similar fortification like Hengshan 

Command Center.210 

 

Hengshan is linked to backbone communications networks through fiber optic cables, line of sight 

microwave, and satellite communications systems to maintain the command and control system in 

the face of an electronic countermeasure (ECM) or submarine cable disruption due to natural or 

man-made causes. Hengshan reportedly consists of an Intelligence and Operations Coordination 

Center, Political Coordination Center, and Combat Resources Coordination Center. Adjacent to 

Hengshan is the Dazhi strategic district, which houses the MND, Air Force, and Navy 

headquarters.211 Hengshan integrates Army, Navy, and Air Force operational command centers. 

The Hsun’an joint C2 system integrates sensor data from multiple sources to form a common 

operational picture for civilian and military leaders. The COP consists of data from ground-based, 

airborne, and space-based sensors.212 Hengshan is equipped with the JTLS system, which was 

acquired from the United States in 2003. JTLS allows the potential for joint exercises between the 

commands from the U.S. and Taiwan.213 

 

Hengshan is linked with service command centers responsible for directing air, naval, and ground 

force operations. Ground operations are coordinated by the ROCA Tactical Operations Center 

(TOC) and associated Army Automated Situational Information System (also known as the Lu’tse 

system).214 Since 2016, around US$ 76.7 million (NT$ 2.3 billion) has been appropriated to the 

National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology (NCSIST) for research and 

development of the next-generation C2 system for the ROCA, known as Hsunho. With planned 

deployment to the ROCA Sixth Army, Hsunho adopts U.S. military standards with three modular 

systems (man-portable system, vehicle-based system, and headquarters system) and is 

interoperable with Navy and Air Force C2 systems.215 

 

ROC Navy operations are centered upon the Naval Operations Center. In 1994, the Navy 

introduced the Dacheng system as its command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3I) 

system for processing and displaying information.216 Today the ROC Navy uses the Liencheng 

system for incorporating anti-ship missiles.217 
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The ROCAF Air Operations Center (AOC) is housed within an underground facility in Taipei’s 

Da’an District. 218  It reportedly includes at least four Regional Operations Control Centers 

(ROCC), each of which could assume overall control of Taiwan’s national air defense.219 The 

ROCC program improved the survivability of the formerly highly centralized integrated air 

defense system by creating duplicate air defense operations centers throughout the island. In 2012, 

the ROCAF introduced the Huanwang system, which provides a single integrated air picture to 

aircraft, ground force systems, and naval vessels.220 Repair and maintenance of the systems have 

presented challenges and have been undergoing an update of its operational interface.221 

 

Service systems are linked with the Hengshan. The interface allegedly displays all ground, sea, 

and air intelligence to the commanders.222 However, there is still the issue of low interconnectivity 

between the Hengshan system and other command and control systems.223 

 

The ROCAF has invested more than the US$ 250 million in upgrades to its air defense command 

and control system that would be responsible for threat assessment and weapons allocation.224 A 

follow-on system, Huanwang, was introduced in 2012. Repair and maintenance of the system have 

presented challenges and have been undergoing an update of its operational interface.225 

 

Logistical Readiness Issues 

 

Taiwan’s military faces logistical readiness issues that could delay and/or inhibit an effective 

response to forms of coercion. Each service experiences key challenges with logistical readiness 

including shortages of spare parts, environmental issues, obsolescence, and upgrade program 

delays. 

 

ROC Army 

 

The ROC Army armored force also has experienced logistical challenges due to obsolescence. In 

2018, media reporting suggested Taiwan may upgrade fire control systems on Taiwan’s M60A3 

Abrams MBT, as well as turret drives, sighting systems, nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) 

protection, environmental control systems, and possibly its automatic loading system. Taiwan’s 

M60A3 tanks have a record of brake failure.226 Around 100 CM-12 MBTs were mothballed due 

to obsolescence.227 CM-11 MBTs, which entered the inventory in 1990, have cracked barrels.228 

 

To address obsolescence, the ROCA is acquiring 108 M1A2T MBTs from the United States, with 

initial deliveries expected in 2023. However, the program, as currently configured, does not 

include a C2 system that would offer a near-real-time common tactical picture. NCSIST has 

reportedly been tasked with developing an indigenous C2 system for the M1A2T, although its 

status remains unclear. The alternative could be using the same system that is used in the U.S. 

Army for M1A2 SEP tanks, known as Mounted Family of Computer Systems (MFoCS). MFoCS 

is software-agnostic, meaning it could be integrated with tactical C2 software if the ROCA or 

NCSIST wishes to employ in the future. MFoCS also ensures interoperability with the U.S. and 

enables access to its logistical support. 

 

Army aviation assets also have presented logistical challenges. The OH-58Ds are becoming 

obsolete and suffer a shortage of spare parts in the wake of the U.S. retirement of these airframes.229  
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Selected Military Investment Programs Greater Than NT$ 10 billion, 2017-2030230 

Branch System Period Budget 

Army New main battle tanks 2019-27 US$ 1,350,805  

(NT$ 40,524,159) 

Anti-tank missiles 2018-25 US$ 393,839  

(NT$ 11,815,164) 

Field air defense weapon system 2019-26 US$ 477,390 

(NT$ 14,321,690) 

Smart installation monitoring system for 

critical military units (Phase 2) 

2020-25 US$ 426,734  

(NT$ 12,802,025) 

Total 2018-27 US$ 2,648,768 

(NT$ 79,463,038) 

Navy Phalanx MK-15 Block 1B 2017-25 US$ 338,645  

(NT$ 10,159,362) 

Missile launch vehicle 2017-23 US$ 456,117  

(NT$ 13,683,505) 

Indigenous Defense Submarine (Phase 2) 

prototype construction 

2019-25 US$ 1,645,390  

(NT$ 49,361,709) 

New missile frigate (Phase 2 prototype 

construction) 

2019-26 US$ 818,305  

(NT$ 24,549,162) 

Micro-class missile assault boat 2019-29 US$ 1,054,615  

(NT$ 31,638,443) 

Total 2017-29 US$ 4,313,073  

(NT$ 129,392,181) 

Air Force New advanced jet trainer 2017-28 US$ 1,350,805  

(NT$ 40,524,159) 

F-16 retrofit 2012-23 US$ 393,839  

(NT$ 11,815,164) 

Total 2012-28 US$ 477,390  

(NT$ 14,321,690) 

 

In 2015, the ROC Army began receiving deliveries of 60 UH-60M Blackhawk helicopters. 15 were 

transferred to National Airborne Service Corps (NASC) and another 15 to the ROCAF for search 

and rescue missions.231 Shortly after initial deliveries, media reporting cited issues with spare 

parts.232 NASC stations its Blackhawks in Taipei, Kaohsiung, Taichung, Hualien, and Taitung. 
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Aerospace Industrial Development Corporation (AIDC) maintains a portion of NASC 

helicopters.233 Six are currently under the upgrading program and are scheduled to be transferred 

to Taiwan in August 2020. In January 2020, ROCAF and ROCA Blackhawk fleets were grounded 

after a deadly crash at the beginning of the year took the lives of the CGS at the time and seven 

other officers and airmen. Upon investigation, no mechanical problems were found.234 

 

AH-1W. Beginning in 1992, the ROCA maintains more than 60 AH-1W SuperCobra.235 Since 

2013, the Army has contracted repair and maintenance responsibilities to Air Asia and, more 

recently, AIDC.236 In 2008, an AH-1W crashed due to a flaw in the engine electronic control unit 

(EECU).237 Airframes were upgraded around 2010, however, there was no upgrade in the avionics 

system. 238  Problems have been identified with tube-launched, optically tracked, wire-guided 

(TOW) missiles due to concerns over tail rotors being entangled with missile wires.239 In 2019, 

the ROCA procured spare parts valued around US$ 50 million (NT$ 1.46 billion) for an estimated 

usage of three and a half years.240 

 

CH-47. In 2003, nine CH-47SD Chinook helicopters were introduced into the ROCA inventory.241 

In 2008, one Chinook reportedly experienced an engine failure that caused a forced landing, 

resulting in five minor injuries to personnel.242 In 2011, only five of eight Chinooks were available 

as the fleet suffered from damaged electronics in the dashboard and a shortage of spare parts. 

Contractor maintenance for CH-47SDs is performed by Air Asia.243 

 

OH-58D. Since the U.S. military is retiring this airframe, MND has purchased around US$ 16.7 

million (NT$ 490 million) worth of spare parts for additional 12 years of operation.244 In the past 

three years, three accidents occurred with the most recent crash during HK-36 that killed two 

pilots.245 

 

AH-64. In 2015, the fleet of AH-64 Apache attack helicopters reportedly had low availability at 

27%. Only eight out of 30 helicopters were available, since nine had rust corrosion in tail rotor 

gearboxes, and 12 lacked spare parts.246  

 

Taiwan’s Apache, Chinook, and Blackhawk fleets require maintenance, engine test cells, 

installation of aircraft modifications, and corrosion control support. In fact, the U.S. Army 

provides a simple process for directing and funding contractor logistics support for deployed forces 

and international allies. Taiwan could consider U.S. Army contract support for its Army helicopter 

fleets. 

 

ROC Air Force 

 

The ROCAF maintains 15 aircraft variants and faces obsolescence challenges such as limited 

material availability for return materials authorization (RMA) of combat aircraft. 12 out of the 15 

variants have been in operation for over 18 years. Taiwan’s F-5E/F fighters have historically had 

low availability until the recent procurement of spare parts. 247  Obsolescence challenges are 

apparent in availability rates for critical aircraft like F-16 and Mirage fighters. 248  Airframes 

procured from the U.S. and France have encountered problems with Taiwan’s humid environment 

when introduced in Taiwan.249 
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F-16. First introduced in 1997, the ROCAF F-16 fleet encountered several maintenance issues like 

rust corrosion in the interior, wing-body fairing, and other parts.250 The failure rate of Taiwan’s F-

16 A/B Block 20s rose from 10,711 in 2015 to 13,936 in 2018. 251  While operational-level 

maintenance is managed by designated personnel on Chiayi and Hualien airbases, it is AIDC in 

Taichung that carries out the intermediate- and partial depot-level maintenance of F-16s (Air Asia 

also handles parts maintenance).252 To address these issues, MND initiated the Phoenix Rising 

retrofit program for 142 serving F-16A/B Block 20 jets and the Phoenix Soaring procurement 

program of 66 new F-16C/D Block 70 jets.253 Scheduled for completion by 2023, the Phoenix 

Rising project has had its budget increased from approximately US$ 3.7 billion (NT$ 110 billion) 

to US$ 4.7 billion (NT$ 140.2 billion) and has experienced delays in aircraft upgrades.254 With a 

US$ 8.2 billion (NT$ 241 billion) budget, the Phoenix Soaring project is scheduled to deliver all 

new F-16Vs by 2026.255 On July 15, MOEA selected AIDC to manage the F-16 Sustainment 

Support Center in Taichung.256 

 

MIRAGE-2000. The Mirage fleet has been a significant budgetary strain for the ROCAF. High 

costs of procuring and maintaining spare parts, refurbishment, and flight hour requirements have 

resulted in a higher O&M budget compared to other airframes. Taiwan’s Mirage pilots have a 

requirement of at least 15 flight hours and two night sorties a month.257 However, repair and 

maintenance issues have reduced average flight hours to less than ten.258 The operating cost per 

hour for a single Mirage is estimated at US$ 27,000 (NT$ 800,000) which is much higher than for 

an IDF (US$ 8,500; NT$ 250,000) and an F-16 (US$ 5,400; NT$ 160,000).259 It is likely that due 

to such high per unit operating costs, the Mirage only accounts for 0.46% of the ROCAF training 

budget as opposed to 79.38% for the F-16s. Maintenance budgets have risen with delayed transfers 

of spare parts. 260  Due in part to environmental factors in Taiwan, the Mirage 2000-5 has 

encountered operational issues such as cockpit fogging and internal electrical system failures.261 

The number of failures has risen annually from 9,447 in 2015 to 13,452 in 2018.262 

 

F-5E/F. First introduced in 1974, the ROACAF’s F-5E/F had an availability rate of 19.8% in 

2010.263 The contracts for parts delivery were announced on February 10, 2020, and will continue 

through to October 22, 2022.264 

 

Airborne Early Warning (AEW), Transports, and Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA). ROCAF E-2 

early warning aircraft, C-130 transports, and P-3C also have experienced logistical challenges.265 

In 2018, low availability rates of E-2s reportedly constrained patrol missions in the South China 

Sea.266 A refurbishment program for ROCAF C-130 transport aircraft is scheduled to begin in 

2021.267 In 2017, the P-3Cs reportedly had low availability due to obsolescence and circuit board 

incompatibilities.268 In 2019, reports surfaced regarding fires on the P-3Cs.269 

 

Munitions. The ROCAF maintains a number of munitions for its aircraft. The F-16 inventory 

includes Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM), Maverick, Sparrow, 

Sidewinder, air-launched Harpoon, Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), Joint Standoff Weapon 

(JSOW), and AGM-84 High-speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HARM).270 In 2019, the ROC Army 

procured 250 FIM-92 Stinger missiles for approximately US$ 216.7 million (NT$ 6.5 billion).271 

The wire-guided TOW-2A anti-tank missiles the ROC Army procured from 1997 to 2002 

encountered issues like insulation failure, range limitation, and environment interference. In 2019, 

the ROC Army purchased between 1,240 and 1,700 wireless TOW-2B anti-tank missiles for 

approximately US$ 373 million (NT$ 11.4 billion).272 
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Taiwan’s missile defense includes the indigenously developed Tien Kung (“Sky Bow”) III and the 

U.S. Patriot Advanced Capability (PAC)-2 and PAC-3 systems.273 The procurement of Terminal 

High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), however, would likely face budget limitations.274 In July 

2020, the U.S. Department of State approved Taiwan’s request for the recertification of PAC-3 air 

defense missiles for US$ 620 million (NT$ 18 billion).275 A significant number of PAC-3 rounds 

were included in the package.276 

 

ROC Navy 

 

The ROCN also has faced logistical challenges. For example, the ROCN’s four submarines have 

been in service for over 30 years. Two U.S.-made Guppy-class submarines have been in 

commission since 1974; and two Netherlands-built Sea Dragons have been in commission since 

1987.277  A major refurbishment program for the Guppy-class submarines, produced in 1944, 

commenced in 2015 and was completed in 2018. 278  Relying heavily on NCSIST and China 

Shipbuilding Corporation (CSBC), the ROCN’s ability to maintain obsolete submarines has been 

commendable in light of the unavailability of spare parts. The Sea Dragons are also undergoing 

the life-extension project with the assistance of Lockheed Martin and an Israel-Italian provision of 

equipment.279 Over the next two years, the ROCN may procure MH-60R to replace obsolete ASW 

platforms, such as the S-70C.280 Repair and maintenance of major combatants are often delayed 

by as much as a year.281 As a final note, major surface combatants (FFGs and DDGs) have deferred 

a mid-life upgrade. As such, logistical troubles for the ROCN take on a special path and would, 

therefore, require a more comprehensive solution. 

 

Munitions. In 2020, the ROC Navy procured 18 Mk-48 Mod6 AT torpedoes.282 Considering the 

shortage of anti-ship missiles, the ROC Navy spent approximately US$ 1.7 billion (NT$ 51 billion) 

on AGM-84 Harpoon missiles that are scheduled to be transferred in 2023.283 
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Section Summary 

 

While there is a good reason for senior authorities on Taiwan to hope and plan for potential ad hoc 

coalition operations with intervening U.S. forces, the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) is no substitute 

for a mutual defense treaty. The susceptibility of Taiwan’s leadership to coercion is dependent 

upon several factors. Perhaps most important is Taiwan’s ability to survive initial strikes, 

reconstitute an operational capability, deny or reduce the PLA’s capacity for offensive operations, 

and increase the PRC’s willingness to negotiate on terms more favorable to Taipei. This would 

include undercutting the PLA’s ability to project force through passive means, striking directly at 

PLA power projection at its source, and/or raising the costs of PLA action through attrition. Such 

an effort, combined with other instruments of national power, would be intended to raise the costs 

of PLA military action and force a negotiated settlement on favorable terms as soon as possible, 

and before the escalation of conflict. The PLA guiding strategy of “rapid war, rapid resolution” 

increases Taiwan’s requirement to conduct operations without the help of the international 

community. 

 

Debates over relative levels of defense spending continue to complicate Taiwan’s strategic 

planning. The internal debate over increased spending does not symbolize a lack of commitment 

Case Study: Using HED technology to Reduce O&M Costs 

 
One means of improving readiness is reducing life-cycle costs through the introduction of advanced, 

forward-looking technology. Hybrid electric drive (HED) technology is a prime example. The marine 

power system that marries an electric motor to the ship’s main propulsion plant to enable the ship to 

draw power from the ship’s electric generators and shut down main propulsion engines for use at lower 

speeds, significantly improves overall fuel efficiency and lowers costs. HED technology is being widely 

adopted on new-generation warships by most major modern navies, including the Royal Navy (Type 26 

Frigate, Type 45 Destroyer, Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carrier), France/Italy (FREMM, also 

operated by Egypt, Greece, and Morocco), Spain (F110 frigate), Germany (F125 frigate), South Korea 

(FFX-II frigate), Japan (new destroyers). 

 
HED systems enjoy lower operations and maintenance costs than traditional diesel and gas turbine 

power plants. One recent analysis suggested that hybrid diesel-electric propulsion can reduce fuel 
consumption and CO2 emissions by 10% to 25% compared to gas-turbine-electric propulsion. Frigates 

with HED power plants have significantly greater cruising range. HED causes less wear-and-tear on the 

main propulsion system. Studies have shown that long-term savings associated with HED would more 

than pay for any higher upfront procurement costs associated with such a system. 

 
Because HED is decoupled from the gearbox and main propulsion engines, there is no gearbox noise 

and vibration during slow speeds.  This is particularly well-suited for anti-submarine warfare and anti-

air warfare missions, which tend to involve long periods of cruising at relatively low speeds. Quiet 

operation also contributes to improved survivability, especially against threats such as advanced 

Chinese submarines with improved acoustic sensors. 

 
The ROC Navy is in the process of building a new generation of surface combatants (as well as 

submarines), which could greatly benefit from the life cycle cost savings and operational capabilities 

afforded by this new HED propulsion technology. Since it is prohibitively expensive to retrofit such a 

system after a ship has been completed, it would be advisable to incorporate a HED power plant into 

the original design specifications. 
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to Taiwan’s defense. There is a basic consensus that Taiwan needs an adequate self-defense. But 

debates surround what constitutes “adequate” within the context of Taiwan’s broader national 

security strategy. Differences exist over how to best manage limited economic resources to ensure 

the long-term survival of Taiwan’s democracy in a difficult environment. In this environment, the 

perception that the United States views the value of Taiwan in terms of its defense expenditures 

rather than its overall security runs the risk of diminished U.S. relevance in Taiwan. A segment of 

Taiwan’s population already sees its future linked with the mainland rather than with the U.S.-led 

community of democracies.284 

 

One of the more cost-effective and time-efficient ways for Taiwan to enhance its operational 

readiness is to modify its near-term military investment and logistics support policy to allow for 

direct procurement of off-the-shelf or U.S. military standard equipment to meet select 

requirements, instead of an insistence on indigenous development and production across the board. 

While local sourcing could benefit Taiwan’s domestic industrial base and promote a degree of self-

sufficiency, programs requiring significant research, development, testing, and evaluation 

(RDT&E) have often suffered from significant schedule delays, budget overruns, and even 

performance shortfalls. Therefore, for systems that are intended to meet near-term requirements 

and/or are readily available on the international market, it would make more sense for the Taiwan 

military to competitively source such equipment directly. 
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Readiness and Ad Hoc Coalition Operations in the Taiwan Strait 

 

Is the United States ready for a future crisis in the Taiwan Strait? In its 2019 Indo-Pacific Strategy 

Report, DoD noted a vital interest in “upholding the rules-based international order, which includes 

a strong, prosperous, and democratic Taiwan.”285 According to the Taiwan Relations Act, which 

essentially replaced the U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty as a commitment, “it is in U.S. interests 

to maintain the capacity to resist the use of force and other forms of coercion.”286 Taiwan has long 

been the front line of defense against Chinese use of force. However, the degree to which American 

planners have focused on such a contingency has ebbed and flowed over the decades. 

 

A coalition is “an ad hoc arrangement between two or more nations for common action.”287 Since 

1954, the United States has carried out contingency planning to guide possible U.S. military 

responses to a Taiwan Strait crisis. The U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty was signed on 

December 2, 1954, and entered into force on March 3, 1955. The treaty was limited in territorial 

scope to the defense of Taiwan and the Penghu Islands. Article 2 of the U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense 

Treaty stated: 

 

In order more effectively to achieve the objective of this Treaty, the Parties separately 

and jointly by self-help and mutual aid will maintain and develop their individual and 

collective capacity to resist armed attack and communist subversive activities 

directed from without against their territorial integrity and political stability.288 

 

The operational manifestation of the U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty was a combined OPLAN 

for the defense of Taiwan, known as Rochester.289 Rochester was a combined OPLAN until 1979. 

An OPLAN drives budgets, training and exercises, tests assumptions, shapes doctrine, creates 

intelligence requirements, energizes logisticians, and informs command and control.290  

 

The U.S. Taiwan Defense Command (USTDC) was responsible for Rochester alongside the ROC 

Chief of the General Staff and his J-3 planners.291 The initial combined plan was drafted in March 

1955.292 Rochester and combined readiness was evaluated through a series of command post 

exercises known as Food Chain. In 1975, the CPX highlighted vulnerabilities of logistics in a 

blockade scenario.293 Other plans included the USAF contingency named Commando Domino, 

and a combined plan for the “return to the mainland” was codenamed Blue Lion.294 The United 

States maintained nuclear weapons on Taiwan until 1974. After 1979, a concept plan (CONPLAN) 

guided thinking about U.S. intervention.295 

 

The U.S. Taiwan Defense Command was formed in 1954 based on the Formosa Liaison Center 

(Task Force 74). Until 1979, USTDC was responsible for operational coordination with ROC 

military counterparts as well as combined operations. Reporting to the U.S. Pacific Command 

(USPACOM), USTDC was a sub-unified command under a three-star Navy admiral. U.S. 

personnel were assigned to the USTDC headquarters, which were located on Taipei’s Chungshan 

North Road around Taipei Air Station (not far from today’s AOC).296   

 

The Military Assistance and Advisory Group (MAAG) was responsible for ensuring readiness. 

MAAG was under a U.S. Air Force (USAF) major general with multiple chains of command.297 

Its headquarters were located where the old American Institute in Taiwan (AIT) Taipei building 
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used to be. 298  U.S. military personnel were assigned to USTDC and MAAG. U.S. military 

personnel on Taiwan numbered around 19,000 in 1958, then dropped to under 10,000 by the 

1970s.299 Some officers were assigned to USTDC and MAAG. Others were stationed at Shu 

Linkou Air Station to the northwest; Tsoying Naval Base near Kaohsiung; and Hsinchu, Chiayi, 

Tainan, and Ching Chuan Kang airbases. U.S. Navy ships often carried out port calls in Kaohsiung 

and Keelung. USTDC formally lowered its flag on April 26, 1979. 

 

One year after the break in diplomatic relations, the Carter administration terminated the U.S.-

ROC Mutual Defense Treaty. In 1979, ship visits and combined training were deemed consistent 

with the unofficial nature of U.S.-ROC relations. Between 1979 and 2001, few operationally 

focused U.S. active-duty military personnel stepped foot on the island.300 The TRA in effect 

supplanted the treaty as the legal basis for continued U.S. support. Like the Mutual Defense Treaty, 

the TRA includes the provision of necessary defense articles and services and maintenance of the 

capacity to resist the use of force and other forms of coercion.301 

 

U.S.-Taiwan defense relations have evolved since the signing of the U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense 

Treaty. Today, the TRA serves as the legal basis and guide for U.S. relations with Taiwan. The 

TRA enshrines the U.S. commitment to assist Taiwan in its self-defense. It stipulates that U.S. 

policy is to provide Taiwan with arms of a defensive character.302 Subsequent to the TRA, the 

Reagan administration negotiated a joint communiqué with the PRC that sought to limit the quality 

and quantity of U.S. arms sales to Taiwan. However, curbing arms sales was contingent upon the 

nature of the threat posed to Taiwan and a peaceful approach to resolving cross-Strait differences. 

Despite all these limitations, the Six Assurances that President Reagan made to Taiwan after the 

conclusion of the 1982 Communiqué (and later passed as a resolution in the Congress in 2016) 

also stipulated that there is no certain end date of the U.S. arms sales to Taiwan, and that the U.S. 

does not engage in prior consultations with Beijing on arms sales to Taiwan. A declassified memo 

in 2019 confirmed that former President Reagan directed that “the quality and quantity of the arms 

provided to Taiwan depend entirely on the threat posed by China.”303 

 

The TRA has no clause legislating U.S. intervention in a cross-Strait conflict, only to “maintain 

the capacity to resist the use of force and other forces of coercion.” 304 The TRA stipulates that the 

President informs Congress and consults on the appropriate action, should there be “any threat to 

the security or the social or economic system of the people on Taiwan.”305 Under the 1973 War 

Powers Resolution, the President could encounter legal restraints in responding to PLA use of 

force. Limiting the President’s introduction of U.S. armed forces in a foreign conflict, the War 

Powers Act allows for intervention under certain circumstances. Without a declaration of war, U.S. 

armed forces can be introduced into hostilities. The act requires a report outlining the actions 

necessitating the intervention, the constitutional and legislative authorities for the intervention, and 

the estimated scope and duration of the military involvement, 48 hours after the introduction. The 

President is authorized to use U.S. armed forces for 60 days, with a potential 30-day extension, 

without Congressional authorization. Successful U.S. intervention in a cross-Strait crisis must 

consider the delay required for Congressional authorization of the U.S. military deployment and 

the speed for the modernized PLA troops to defeat Taiwanese resistance.306 

 

In 1955 and 1958, Congress passed resolutions authorizing the President to send armed forces to 

the Taiwan Strait to deter further Chinese military actions against Taiwan.307 Tensions during this 
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period took place in the context of the U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty and before the enactment 

of TRA in 1979. In 1996, the President approved the deployment of U.S. Navy carrier battle groups 

off the coast of Taiwan.308 

 

Congress has made attempts to smooth the process for a situation in which the United States 

decided to intervene in a Taiwan contingency. On July 29, 2020, Representative Ted Yoho 

introduced the Taiwan Invasion Act (H.R.7855), which would clarify and strengthen the 

commitment of the United States to defend Taiwan in the event of an armed attack.309 The bill 

calls upon the President to declare that it is the policy of the United States to protect Taiwan from 

coercive actions of the PRC, and that “it is the policy of the United States to demand that the PRC 

renounce the use or threat of military force in any attempt to unify Taiwan.”310 It would establish 

a specific statutory authorization for the President under the War Powers Act to use military force 

to protect Taiwan under the following conditions: 1.) the PLA attacks the ROC armed forces; 2.) 

the PLA takes territory that is under the ROC’s jurisdiction; and 3.) the lives of military forces or 

civilians within the ROC’s jurisdiction that have been killed or are in imminent danger of being 

killed.311 

 

The form of a U.S. response to the use of force would depend upon multiple factors. These include 

the specific trigger for Chinese military action, U.S. military capabilities and commitments in other 

parts of the world, PLA capabilities and warning time, and ROC strategic and operational 

readiness.312 Maintaining the capacity to resist the use of force requires deliberate planning, latent 

interoperability, deep interdiction capabilities, and prepositioned stocks that could be made 

available for use by the U.S., allies, and ad hoc coalition partners in a crisis.313  

 

PLA coercive air and missile campaigns carried out between 1995 and 1999 triggered a 

fundamental restructuring of U.S. defense relations with Taiwan. Understanding disconnects that 

happened since the break in diplomatic relations, the Clinton administration opened a new channel 

of security dialogue known as the Monterey Talks. With the first round in late 1997, the talks were 

initially between the two defense establishments. By 2001, the talks elevated to an Assistant 

Secretary of Defense-level on the U.S. side and NSC Deputy Secretary General on the Taiwan 

side. Further restructuring took place between 2001 and 2004 with the suspension of the annual 

U.S.-Taiwan Arms Sales Talks and introduction of the Defense Review Talks, Security 

Cooperation Talks, General Officer Steering Group (GOSG), and institutionalized Service-level 

meetings. In 2002, Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Policy and MND counterparts also 

developed and coordinated a Joint Work Plan (JWP) to guide the overall defense and security 

relationship through a common long-term vision, focus areas, goals, objectives, and actions.314 

 

The Monterey Talks reinvigorated operational-level dialogue with Taiwan that had been 

suspended since 1979. By 2001, conceptual planning reportedly evolved into a U.S.-only 

OPLAN.315 A standing joint task force (JTF-519) was stood up, giving PACOM a fully deployable 

force capable of planning and executing responses to regional contingencies, including PLA use 

of force against Taiwan. JTF-519 was mobilized for its first exercise aboard the USS Blue Ridge 

in October 2002. CPX Terminal Fury tested the abilities of JTF-519 to respond quickly to 

emergencies.316 FTX Valiant Shield tested U.S. readiness to respond to a wide range of regional 

contingencies. The first exercise in 2006 involved three U.S. carrier strike groups, the 13th Air 

Force—augmented by elements of continental U.S. (CONUS)-based U.S. Air Force commands— 
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the III Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), and the U.S. Coast Guard.317 In 2010, indications 

existed of a change in deliberate planning.318 

 

In an invasion scenario, gravity and the tyranny of distance complicate U.S. ability to respond. 

Unencumbered by gravity, U.S. airpower functions as a rapid reaction force. Theoretically 

speaking, a combination of U.S. air and sea power alone should be able to degrade PLA theater-

level command and control and interdict 40% of the PLA’s amphibious ships. Even if presented 

with a fait accompli, the U.S. must be able to rally an international coalition for a protracted 

political, economic, and military struggle with a nuclear-armed China.319 

 

In the absence of a Mutual Defense Treaty, latent interoperability ensures assigned U.S. forces can 

operate with ROC counterparts efficiently and effectively as ad hoc coalition partners. Key 

elements of latent interoperability include unity of effort, combined doctrine, pre-established 

command and control arrangements, language qualified personnel, a common operational picture, 

and secure communications. 

 

In a high-intensity invasion scenario, defense requires the ability to interdict single points of failure 

in the PLA’s joint operational system. Key targets in a PLA kill chain include theater-level 

command, control, and communications system, ISR hubs, and logistics centers. Due to escalation 

control concerns, deep interdiction operations would likely require Presidential-level approval.  

 

Persistent ISR and Regional Presence. Readiness for ad hoc coalition operations requires 

persistent presence. U.S. Navy transits through the Taiwan Strait have been consistent over the last 

10 years. However, their publicity has not.320 Since 2018, U.S. Navy transits have received greater 

media coverage. Worth noting are reports of deliberate activation of the ship automatic 

identification system (AIS) to make their passage more traceable. 321  In addition, U.S. allies 

including Australia, Canada, France, the Philippines, and the United Kingdom have also joined 

FONOPs through the Taiwan Strait in a more visible manner. 

 

Annual Publicized U.S. Naval Transits Through the Taiwan Strait (2007-2019)322 

 

 
(Figure 9: Annual Publicized U.S. Naval Transits Through the Taiwan Strait (2007-2019). Source: Various.323) 
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As a final note, pre-positioned stocks on Taiwan would be critical not only for possible transfer to 

the ROC armed forces, but also for other regional contingencies. The War Reserve Stocks for 

Allies (WRSA) program was created through Section 514 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 

This legislation allows the United States to store war reserve stocks abroad then, as needed, transfer 

to a foreign government through FMS.324 Under a WRSA program, the U.S. maintains title to 

munitions and other stocks. That title must be transferred to the foreign country. Every fiscal year, 

Congress determines the value of assets transferred into WRSA stockpiled in foreign countries by 

authorizing legislation.325  

 

In the case of Taiwan, the Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM), in partnership with the host, 

would recommend specific munitions, critical spare parts, and other equipment to be stored. U.S. 

Services, such as Headquarters, and the U.S. Army or Air Force, also provide guidance and policy 

for inclusions in the WRSA cache.326 DoD would not necessarily order new munitions or spare 

parts for WRSA programs, instead using existing stocks of the U.S. armed forces. Congress 

authorizes stockpile value levels and transfers, but not the specific contents.327 Potential transfers 

of ownership of WRSA assets are decided by DoD and do not need Presidential or Congressional 

approval.328 

 

WRSA storage and maintenance responsibilities are negotiated with the host country. For example, 

an U.S.-Israeli bilateral agreement outlines responsibilities related to storage, maintenance, in-

country transit, and other WRSA-related costs. Israel is responsible for constructing and 

maintaining WRSA storage facilities, using a combination of its own resources and U.S. Foreign 

Military Financing. The Israeli government also funds the packaging, shipping, and transportation 

of arms supplies to WRSA facilities. U.S. European Command (EUCOM) would manage future 

reserve stocks for Israel and would be responsible for safeguarding materiel. In the case of a 

transfer to the Israeli military in a crisis, U.S. policymakers would retroactively create an FMS 

case.329 WRSA stocks in Israel are stored at six sites, the locations of which are classified.330 

 

Defense Articles and Services 

 

Arms sales and technical assistance have been another form of assistance. In recent years, the U.S. 

has become more responsive to Taiwan’s requests for defense articles and services. In the past 

decade, there were 20 U.S.-Taiwan arms deals in the latter half when there were only eight in the 

first half. There is no such scale of an increase of arms sales in other customers of U.S. arms deals. 

The increasing frequency of arms sales shows the change in U.S. arms sales policy toward Taiwan. 

In the past, arms deals between the U.S. and Taiwan were mostly large packages, which would 

include many articles and services at a time, yet lack the flexibility of negotiation. Bundled 

packages deals also shrank Taiwan’s defense budget space. 
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U.S. Major Arms Sales to Taiwan (2010-2020)331 

Time Details Cost (US$) 

January 29, 

2010 

Multifunctional Information Distribution Systems (MIDS) / RTM-

84L and ATM-84L HARPOON Block II Telemetry Missiles / UH-

60M BLACK HAWK Helicopters / PATRIOT Advanced 

Capability-3 (PAC-3) Firing Units, Training Unit, and Missiles / 

Two OSPREY Class Mine Hunting Ships Including Refurbishment 

and Upgrade 

$6,392,000,000 

September 21, 

2011 

Pilot Training Program / Retrofit of F-16A/B Aircraft / Foreign 

Military Sales Order II (FMSO II) 

$5,852,000,000 

December 16, 

2015 

Javelin Missile / Assault Amphibious Vehicles (AAVs) / Advanced 

Tactical Data Link System (TATDLS) and Link-11 Integration / 

Follow-On Support / Oliver Hazard Perry Class Frigates / MK 15 

Phalanx Block 1B Baseline 2 CIWS Guns, Upgrade Kits, 

Ammunition, and Support / TOW 2B Aero Radio Frequency (RF) 

Missile (BGM-71F-Series), Support and Training / Block I-92F 

MANPAD Stinger Missiles and Related Equipment and Support 

$1,718,000,000 

June 29, 2017 Surveillance Radar Program (SRP) Operation and Maintenance 

Support / AGM-88B High-Speed Anti-Radiation Missiles (HARM) 

/ SM-2 Block IIIA Standard Missiles and Components / MK 48 

Mod 6AT Heavyweight Torpedo (HWT) / MK 54 Lightweight 

Torpedo (LWT) Conversion Kits / AGM-154C Joint Standoff 

Weapon (JSOW) Missiles / AN/SLQ-32(V)3 Upgrade 

$1,363,000,000 

September 24, 

2018 

Foreign Military Sales Order (FMSO) II Case $330,000,000 

April 15, 2019 CONUS Based F-16 Training $500,000,000 

July 8, 2019 M1A2T Abrams Tanks and Related Equipment and Support / 

Stinger Missiles and Related Equipment and Support 

$2,223,560,000 

August 20, 

2019 

F-16C/D Block 70 Aircraft and Related Equipment and Support $8,000,000,000 

May 20, 2020 MK 48 Mod 6 Advanced Technology (AT) Heavy Weight Torpedo 

(HWT) 

$180,000,000 

July 9, 2020 Repair and Recertification of Patriot Advanced Capability-3 

Missiles 

$620,000,000 

 

For 20 years after the break in diplomatic relations with the ROC, U.S.-Taiwan defense 

cooperation was mostly limited to the provision of defense articles and services.332 From Beijing’s 

perspective, U.S. arms sales to Taiwan are the thorniest issue in U.S.-China relations. U.S. arms 

sales to Taiwan, according to authorities in Beijing, infringe upon China’s sovereignty and 
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territorial integrity, contradict perceived agreements reached in the three Sino-American Joint 

Communiqués, and undermine efforts to resolve political differences on its own terms. Since the 

abrogation of the Mutual Defense Treaty, Beijing’s responses to U.S. arms sales announcements 

have ranged from diplomatic protests to implicit threats of imposing monetary damages on U.S. 

interests and on U.S. companies.333 

 

The PRC may be increasingly able to inflict costs against U.S. arms sales to Taiwan, which long 

have been a symbol of Taiwan’s unresolved international status. Strident PRC protests regarding 

U.S. arms sales to Taiwan, and public diplomacy campaigns designed to garner international 

support for Beijing’s cross-Strait policy are intended to undermine support for arms sales in 

Washington. While calls for the abrogation or amendment of the TRA continue to be employed by 

the PRC, the U.S. has reiterated a policy guided by the Three Communiqués, the TRA, and the Six 

Assurances. 

 

Arms sales by themselves do not assure peace and stability. Security ties between Washington and 

Taipei are part of a broader effort to allow Taiwan to engage counterparts with confidence and 

hedge against military and economic coercion from Beijing.334 As then-Deputy Assistant Secretary 

of State David Shear explained before the U.S. Economic and Security Commission in 2010, 

“Taiwan must be confident that it has the physical capacity to resist intimidation and coercion in 

order to engage fully with the mainland.”335 

 

Section Summary 

 

In the absence of a U.S.-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty and U.S. military presence on Taiwan, such 

as USTDC and MAAG, the TRA remains the bedrock of U.S.-Taiwan relations. The U.S. 

commitment to Taiwan’s defense comes in two forms: to help Taiwan defend itself from within, 

and to help defend Taiwan from without. The former has been upheld by continued and unbundled 

arms packages as well as bilateral defense dialogues. The latter has been shrouded by strategic 

ambiguity. Although there are both clear procedures for which the President of the United States 

would direct the military to intervene in a cross-Strait conflict, as well as a renewed Congressional 

movement to solidify the commitment to defend Taiwan, the uncertain nature of a potential ad hoc 

coalition has obscured meaningful joint and unilateral operational planning for both the U.S. and 

Taiwan. 

 

The ROC armed forces will not assume that the United States will intervene in support of Taiwan 

if the PLA initiates an amphibious invasion. Should the U.S. choose to intervene, however, in the 

current state of U.S.-Taiwan security cooperation there would be a plethora of operational 

challenges. Deepened bilateral military engagements could alleviate challenges to a potential ad 

hoc coalition, including latent interoperability, pre-positioned stocks, and a joint mechanism to 

specifically enhance Taiwan’s defense strategy and augment situational awareness. A joint 

statement could direct a clear, bilateral unity of effort. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

Taiwan continues to face an existential threat from across the Strait. An amphibious invasion by 

the PLA is only one possible course of annihilation for Beijing. Below the threshold of military 

conflict, there remains a plethora of coercive options the CCP could take that have less defined 

responses within Taiwan’s security apparatus. Beijing could instead opt for a blockade, 

decapitation, or mass attacks on Taiwan’s communications network and power grid. Taiwan’s 

government must render their leadership, ROC armed forces, and civil society capable of 

mustering a decisive response to any Chinese action on the spectrum of coercion.  

 

Publicly available documents evaluated in this report indicate that there exists a robust 

infrastructure and set of procedures that the ROC government would initiate prior to, and during, 

a crisis. Taiwan has increasingly shown a willingness to address current challenges to operational 

readiness. However, of all the factors why Beijing has not elected to use force against Taiwan, the 

strength of Taiwan’s military and resiliency of its government are unlikely the primary deterrents. 

The TRA remains not only the bedrock of U.S.-Taiwan security relations but also the paramount 

variable in the strategic calculus on both sides of the Taiwan Strait. Taiwan’s operational plan does 

not assume the U.S. will intervene, but it is in the interest of both the U.S. and Taiwan to enhance 

overall readiness for a possible ad hoc coalition. Strategic and operational readiness could be 

enhanced through improving unity of effort, latent interoperability, and combined logistics. We 

offer five recommendations for the consideration of policymakers in Washington and Taipei: 

 

(1) U.S.-ROC (Taiwan) Joint Statement. Unity of effort requires a negotiated joint statement 

that is communicated publicly to domestic audiences in the U.S. and Taiwan. In January 

2021, an incoming U.S. administration should initiate negotiations for a U.S.-Taiwan Joint 

Statement. Worth noting is that the 1972 U.S.-PRC Joint Communiqué was considered 

consistent with the nature of a U.S. One China policy. 

(2) U.S.-Taiwan Joint Working Group. Bilateral mechanism, including both policy-level 

and working-level, provides guidance and assistance for Taiwan to fully implement and 

institutionalize the ODC, particularly in regard to restructuring Taiwan’s force, systems 

acquisition process, joint doctrine, joint operational planning, and joint training. It can plan 

for assumptions with or without U.S. support, and for successful PLA beach landings. 

scenarios if the PLA successfully lands on the beach. 

(3) WRSA on Taiwan. After attaining interagency approval and consultation with Taiwan, 

the Department of Defense should seek Congressional appropriation of funding for a 

WRSA program in Taiwan (WRSA-T), including justification, site plan, and level of 

funding needed. U.S. INDOPACOM would recommend priorities for munitions, spare 

parts, and other items to be stored on Taiwan.  

(4) UAVs. Taiwan may consider a parallel program to acquire advanced, long-endurance 

UAVs, such as MQ-9Bs, through direct procurement of off-the-shelf solutions that can be 

delivered quickly and brought into operational service with the full support and experience 

of the U.S. military and U.S. industrial base. 

(5) Helicopter Repair and Maintenance. Taiwan should consider U.S. Army contract 

support for its Army helicopter fleets. The U.S. Army provides a simple process for 

directing and funding contractor logistics support for deployed forces and international 

allies. Taiwan’s Apache (AH-64), Chinook (CH-47), and Blackhawk (UH-60) helicopters 

require maintenance, engine test cell, installation of aircraft modifications, and corrosion 

control support.  
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Appendix: ROC Joint Exercises 

 

ROC Joint Exercises 

Exercise Description 

Sino-

American 

Joint Military 

Exercises 

Initiated after the establishment of the U.S.-ROC alliance, the Sino-American Joint 

Military Exercises Terminated after the expiration of the Sino-American Mutual 

Defense Treaty in 1979.336 

Hanyang  

(漢陽演習) 

Hanyang exercises were first conducted in August 1979 as the national military 

exercises for the ROC Army.337 In December 1981, then-Chief of the General Staff 

Hau Pei-tsun (郝柏村) incorporated all three services in the Hanyang Exercises.338 

The objective of Hanyang exercises was to simulate offensive operations to “Reclaim 

the Mainland.”339 

HK-1 (1984) Presided over by CGS Hau, HK-1 was held on Penghu Island on June 23, 1984, and 

focused on firepower demonstrations.340 Unlike Hanyang exercises, Hankuang 

exercises focused on defensive operations.341 

HK-2 (1985) HK-2 was held in Pingtung and focused on anti-amphibious landing operations.342 

HK-3 (1986) HK-3 was held in Yilan and focused on anti-amphibious landing operations.343 

HK-4 (1987) HK-4 was held in Taichung and focused on annihilation operations.344 

HK-5 (1988) HK-5 was held in Yilan and Tainan, and focused on anti-amphibious landing 

operations.345 

HK-6 (1989) HK-6 focused on defensive operations.346 

HK-7 (1991) -  

HK-8 (1992) HK-8 focused on anti-blockade operations.347 

HK-9 (1993) HK-9 focused on anti-amphibious landing operations.348 

HK-10 (1994) HK-10 primarily was held in Taitung in May. During the exercises, Taiwan’s S-2T 

tracker spotted a PLA submarine near Penghu.349 

HK-11 (1994) In September, a target-towing Learjet was mistakenly shot with four onboard 

killed.350 

HK-12 (1996) Postponed from 1995 to 1996 because of PLA exercises in the Taiwan Strait, FTX 

cancelled.351 

HK-13 (1997) U.S. expressed concern over HK-13 in late June before transfer of Hong Kong.352 

HK-14 (1998) One U.S. submarine and two PLA submarines reportedly appeared in waters 

southeast of Taiwan.353 

HK-15 (1999) HK-15 featured the first exercises of offshore operations and information warfare 

simulation that included logic bombs.354 

HK-16 (2000) HK-16 postponed due to the Presidential election.355 Exercise simulated PLA DF-15 

missile attacks on non-political-economic centers in Taiwan.356 

HK-17 (2001) F-16 first successfully fired AGM-84 Harpoon missile.357 
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HK-18 (2002) FTX held from June 3 to 7.358 President Chen Shui-bian confirmed the U.S. observers 

during Hankuang Exercises.359 

HK-19 (2003) Joint operation exercises postponed until September due to SARS.360 Live fire 

exercises postponed due to typhoon.361 MND confirmed U.S. military observers.362 

HK-20 (2004) HK-20 debuted the JTLS during the CPX.363 Live fire exercises were canceled in 

respond to PLA’s suspension of exercise on Dongshan Island.364 

HK-21 (2005) FTX held in June, focused on anti-terrorism and anti-unrestricted warfare. Anti-

unrestricted warfare was featured for the first time.365 

HK-22 (2006) CPX held from April 17 to 22, FTX in July, primarily in Yilan.366 HK-22 featured 

focused exercises including anti-amphibious landing operations, anti-airborne, anti-

assault, and urban warfare.367 

HK-22 featured the first anti-hacker drill.368 During a live fire exercise, two TOW 

missiles missed the targets and exploded near President Chen.369 

HK-23 (2007) CPX held from April 16 to 18, FTX from May 14 to 18.370 

An F-5F crashed during a preparatory exercise that killed two pilots and two 

Singaporean trainees.371 

HK-24 (2008) CPX held from June 23 to 27, FTX held from September 22 to 26.372 Many exercises 

cancelled due to typhoon.373 

HK-25 (2009) HK-25 was the first exercise that only held CPX with FTX planned to be conducted 

every two years.374 

HK-26 (2010) FTX held from April 26 to 30, CPX from 19 to 23.375 HK-26 was the first time that 

both FTX and CPX were conducted during the Ma administration.376 

HK-27 (2011) FTX held from April 11 to15, CPX from July 18 to 22.377 Since 2011, FTX have been 

conducted every year.378 

HK-28 (2012) FTX held from April 16 to 20, CPX from July 16 to 20.379 

HK-29 (2013) FTX held from April 15 to 19, CPX from July 15 to 19. HK-29 featured the first live-

fire exercise since 2008.380 

HK-30 (2014) CPX held from May 19 to 23, FTX from September 15 to 19.381 HK-30 featured 

systems including E-2K, AH-64, LT-2000, P-3C, and civilian aircraft.382 

HK-31 (2015) CPX held from May 4 to 8, FTX from September 7 to 11.383 FTX featured new 

weapon systems including P-3C, Tuo Jiang stealth missile corvette, Pan Shi supply 

vessel, Cloud Leopard armored vehicles, UAVs.384 

HK-32 (2016) CPX held from April 25 to 29, FTX from August 22 to 26.385 Highlights of HK-32 

include first intraservice confrontations like the Army’s Changtai (長泰) Exercises, 

the Navy’s Haichiang (海強) Exercises, and the Air Force’s Tienlung (天龍) 

Exercises.386 HK-32 also featured the first inclusion of the National Airborne Service 

Corps.387 

HK-33 (2017) CPX held from May 1 to 5, FTX from May 22 to 26.388 

HK-34 (2018) CPX held from April 30 to May 4, FTX from June 4 to 8.389 
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HK-35 (2019) CPX held from April 22 to 26, FTX from May 27 to 31.390 

HK-35 featured the debut of CM-34 Clouded Leopard armored vehicles and fighter 

jets landing, refueling, and rearming on highways.391 

HK-36 (2020) The exercises were postponed because of COVID-19.392 FTX held from July 13 to 

17, CPX scheduled for September 14 to 18.393 HK-36 features the first appearance of 

combined arms battalions.394 Major accidents include the death of two pilots in a OH-

58D crash, and two Marines after a dinghy capsized.395 
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List of Acronyms 

 

A2/AD Anti-Access/Area Denial 

AAV Assault Amphibious Vehicle 

ADIZ Air Defense Identification Zone 

AEW Airborne Early Warning 

AIDC Aerospace Industrial Development Corporation 

AIS Automatic Identification System 

AIT American Institute in Taiwan 

AM Amplitude modulation 

AMRAAM Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile 

AOC Air Operations Center 

ASAT Anti-satellite 

ASCM Anti-ship Cruise Missile 

ASW Anti-submarine Warfare 

AT Advanced Technology 

BDA Battle Damage Assessment 

C-UAS Counter-UAS 

C2 Command and Control 

C3I Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence 

C4ISR 
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 

Reconnaissance 

CCP Chinese Communist Party 

CDCM Coastal Defense Cruise Missile 
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CGA Coast Guard Administration 

CGS Chief of the General Staff 

CIWS Close-in Weapon System 

CMC Central Military Commission 

CMC/JSD Central Military Commission Joint Staff Department 

COGCON Continuity of Government Readiness Condition 

COMINT Communications Intelligence 

CONPLAN Concept Plan 

CONUS Continental United States 

COP Common Operational Picture 

CPX Command Post Exercise 

CSBC China Shipbuilding Corporation 

CTS Chinese Television System 

DF Dongfeng 

DGBAS Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics 

DHS Department of Homeland Security 

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency 

DoD Department of Defense 

DPP Democratic Progressive Party 

DRRS Defense, and Readiness Reporting Systems 

ECM Electronic Countermeasure 

EECU Engine Electronic Control Unit 
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ELINT Electronic Intelligence 

EMP Electromagnetic Pulse 

ETC Eastern Theater Command 

ETC/JSD Eastern Theater Command Joint Staff Department 

EUCOM European Command 

EW Electronic Warfare 

EY Executive Yuan 

FM Frequency Modulation 

FMS Foreign Military Sales 

FMSO Foreign Military Sales Order 

FONOP Freedom of Navigation Operation 

FTX Field Training Exercise 

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

GEOSS Global Earth Observation System of Systems 

GOSG General Officer Steering Group 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSD General Staff Department 

HARM High-speed Anti-Radiation Missile 

HED Hybrid Electric Drive 

HF Hsiungfeng 

HK Hankuang 

HWT Heavyweight Torpedo 
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I&W Indications and Warning 

IADB Inter-American Development Bank 

ICBM Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 

IDF Indigenous Defense Fighter 

IEOS Integrated Earth Observation System 

IMSE Improved Mobile Subscriber Equipment 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPv6 IP version 6 

INDOPACOM Indo-Pacific Command 

ISAR Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar 

ISR Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 

ISTAR intelligence, Surveillance, Target-acquisition, Reconnaissance 

J-3 Operations and Plans 

JDAM Joint Direct Attack Munition 

JSOW Joint Standoff Weapon 

JTF Joint Task Force 

JTLS Joint Theater Level Simulation 

JWP Joint Work Plan 

KMT Kuomintang 

LST Landing Ship, Tank 

LWT Lightweight Torpedo 

LY Legislative Yuan 
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MAAG Military Assistance and Advisory Group 

MALE Medium-altitude long-endurance 

MANPAD Man-portable Air-defense 

MBT Main Battle Tank 

MEF Marine Expeditionary Force 

MFoCS Mounted Family of Computer Systems 

MIDS Multifunctional Information Distribution Systems 

MLA Martial Law Act 

MND Ministry of National Defense 

MOEA Ministry of Economic Affairs 

MOTC Ministry of Transportation and Communications 

MPA Maritime Patrol Aircraft 

MRAP Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected 

MSCT Multi-Source Correlator Tracker 

MUCD Military Unit Cover Designation 

NASC National Airborne Service Corps 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NBC Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical 

NCC National Communications Commission 

NCSIST National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology 

NSB National Security Bureau 

NSC National Security Council 
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NT$ New Taiwan Dollar 

O&M Operation and Maintenance 

OBCOM Observation and Communications 

ODC Overall Defense Concept 

OPLAN Operational Plan 

OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense 

PAC Patriot Advanced Capability 

PACAF Pacific Air Force 

PACFLT Pacific Fleet 

PAVE PAWS Precision Acquisition Vehicle Entry Phased Array Warning System 

PCL Passive Coherent Location 

PDA Personal Display Assistant 

PLA People’s Liberation Army 

PLAA People’s Liberation Army Army 

PLAAF People’s Liberation Army Air Force 

PLARF People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force 

PLAN People’s Liberation Army Navy 

PLASSF People’s Liberation Army Strategic Support Force 

POL Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants 

PRC People’s Republic of China 

QRRC Quarterly Readiness Report to Congress 

R&D Research and Development 
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RDT&E Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation 

RF Radio Frequency 

RIwP Reconfigurable Integrated Weapons Platform 

RMA Return Materials Authorization 

RMO Repair, Maintenance, and Overhaul 

ROC Republic of China 

ROCA Republic of China Army 

ROCAF Republic of China Air Force 

ROCC Regional Operations Control Centers 

ROCN Republic of China Navy 

RPAS Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems 

S&T Science and Technology 

SABRE Surveillance and Battlefield Reconnaissance Equipment 

SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar 

SEP System Enhancement Package 

SETN Sanlih E-Television News 

SIGINT Signals Intelligence 

SM Standard Missile 

SOFA-ROC The U.S. Status of Forces Agreement with the Republic of China 

SRP Surveillance Radar Program 

TAISAC Taiwan Security Analysis Center 

TALSG Central Taiwan Affairs Leading Small Group 
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TAO Taiwan Affairs Office 

TATDLS Taiwan Advanced Tactical Data Link System 

TDF Tactical Display Framework 

THAAD Terminal High Altitude Area Defense 

TOC Tactical Operations Center 

TOW Tube-launched, Optically tracked, Wire-guided 

TPFDD Time Phased Force Deployment Data 

TRA Taiwan Relations Act 

U.S. United States 

UAS Unmanned Aerial System 

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

UHF Ultra-High Frequency 

USARPAC United States Army Pacific 

USPACOM United States Pacific Command 

USTDC United States Taiwan Defense Command 

VAC Veterans Affairs Council 

VHF Very High Frequency 

WPR War Powers Resolution 

WRSA War Reserve Stocks for Allies 

WRSA-T WRSA Program in Taiwan 
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